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1 Introduction

Measuring the properties of single molecules while they are translocating
through a nanopore is a promising avenue for next generation molecular
analysis devices. A nanopore is a hole with a diameter of a few nanometers in
a very thin membrane. The charged molecules are electrophoretically driven
through the pore by applying an electric field [1, 2]. Many current efforts
focus on using nanopores as a method for ultra rapid DNA sequencing. It
also promises to make sequencing much cheaper by eliminating the need to
first replicate the DNA strand many times over. This opens a new road for
exploring the properties of DNA, which is the key molecule to understand life
processes. Experimental realizations of nanopore sequencing using a enzyme
to unzip the dsDNA and read the current modulation while a single strand
of the DNA is translocating through a biological nanopore, already exist [3].

To get the DNA’s sequence, the ion current through the nanopore while the
DNA is translocating is measured and the obtained signal is analyzed. Since
the dsDNA has a diameter of 2 nm, which is comparable to the nanopore’s
diameter, the current inside the pore is modified by the DNA’s presence. The
mechanisms of the current modulations are dominated by a number of quite
complex molecular interactions. This work attempts to better understand
the translocation process by developing a coarse grained dsDNA model that
could be used in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, and it should be
capable of reproducing existing experimental results.
The system consists of a few major components: the pore, the DNA, the

ions and the fluid. To be able to model the whole translocation process, the
required time and length scales prevent a detailed quantum mechanical or
atomistic approach. The coarse-grained modeling developed in this thesis
approximates physical and chemical details, thereby reducing the computa-
tional effort. This work focuses on the coarse-grained model of the DNA,
and should allow the whole translocation process to be modeled within a
single simulation.
In the first step of modeling, the geometric properties of the DNA are

turned into a bead-spring model with three beads per base pair, dramatically
reducing the number of particles which need to be simulated. The second step
adjusts the DNA’s interactions with the ions, the fluid and the internal bond
interactions to ensure that both the DNA’s structure and the ion distribution
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1 Introduction

around it are in good agreement with experimental and all-atom MD results.
Smeets et al. [2] performed translocation experiments where they measured

the current inside the pore with and without dsDNA. They observed a
crossover in the relative conductance modulation for a ion concentration
of about 0.3M. Kesselheim et al. [4] performed an atomistic simulation of
the nanopore system and observed an additional friction effect between the
DNA and the ions, that was unexpected. In the work of Brunet et al.,
the persistence length was experimentally determined [5] for different ion
concentrations. In agreement with other experimental data in this field, the
persistence length drops from approximately 55 nm for low salt concentrations
to 39 nm for high salt concentrations. Stellwagen et al. [6, 7] measured the
electrophoretic mobility for dsDNA strands of different length. The mobility
increases with the molecular weight but levels off at about 400 base pairs.
Experiments on the salt concentration dependence of the mobility in the long
chain limit were performed by Hoagland et al. [8]. They observed a decrease of
the mobility for higher salt concentrations. All these experimental results are
used as benchmarks and could be successively reproduced with simulations
performed with the coarse-grained DNA model used in this thesis.
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2 Theoretical background

The theoretical basics for understanding the simulations performed and the
corresponding results are briefly discussed in this chapter. The topic of
simulations of charged polymers in ionic solution easily fills books. Therefore
only a selection of subtopics is presented.

2.1 Polymer chains

A molecule, which consists of a large number of repeating units is a polymer.
One repeating unit is called a monomer and N is the number of monomers.
For a typical polymer, N is large, e. g. λ-DNA has 48 502 repeating units. In
contrast an oligomer is a molecule with only a few repeating units. If N is
in the range of a few hundred monomers or less, the molecule is referred to
as being in the oligomeric range. For a general description of polymers the
chemical details of each individual chain should be contained in of the model.
However, for generic properties of the scaling behavior, chemical details play
no role, since this behavior is dominated by the entropic degrees of freedom
of the polymer. The content of this section is also explained in more detail
in [9].

2.1.1 Ideal chains

The special characteristic of an ideal chain model is the non-interacting
nature of spatially separated monomers (|i− j| � 1). The consequence of
this mechanism is a possible overlap of the monomers, which potentially
leads to a crossing of the chain with itself. A polymer can be very flexible or
rather stiff. For the description of a particular polymer, different models are
used.

1. Freely jointed chain (FJC)
The model of the FJC consists of connected monomers with a fixed
length b, which is also known as the Kuhn length. These connections
are the bonds of the polymer, containing the chemical characteristics.
Hence a description as a random walk is used.
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2 Theoretical background
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Figure 2.1: Vector representation of the freely jointed chain model. This
representation consists of the bond vectors b1, ..., bN−1 and the vectors from

the origin to the monomers r1, ..., rN .

Figure 2.1 shows the components of a FJC. To describe the chain one
quantity is the end-to-end vector

Re = rN − r1 =
N−1∑
i=1

bi . (2.1)

The polymer will form a random coil if there are no external forces
acting on it. In the ensemble average (average over all configurations),
the end-to-end vector is given by

〈Re〉 = 0 . (2.2)

With a fixed bond length the contour length L of the polymer is

L = N b . (2.3)

The contour length is the real length of the polymer, while the end-to-
end distance depends on the polymer’s conformation.
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2.1 Polymer chains

Another important quantity to describe the polymer is themean-squared
end-to-end distance

〈R2
e〉 =

〈
N−1∑
i=1

bi ·
N−1∑
j=1

bj

〉

=
N−1∑
i=1

〈
b2i
〉

+
N−1∑
i,j 6=i

〈bi bj〉

=
N−1∑
i=1

〈
b2i
〉

+ 2
N−1∑
i=1

N−1∑
j=i+1

〈bi bj〉 .

In the case of the FJC the different bond vectors are not correlated
〈bi bj〉 = 0 for i 6= j and the mean-squared end-to-end distance results
in

〈R2
e〉 = (N − 1) b2 . (2.4)

These results are enough to calculate the root-mean-square end-to-end
distance R0

R0 =
√
〈R2

e〉 = (N − 1)1/2 b . (2.5)

The scaling of equation (2.5) with respect to N is the same for all ideal
chains.

If the shape of the polymer is more complex than a simple chain
with two ends (e. g. star-shaped polymer, ring polymer) the description
of an end-to-end distance is impractical. The radius of gyration Rg is
able to characterize polymers of arbitrary shape. For the definition of
the radius of gyration the center of mass vector Rcom is used

Rcom =
1

N

N∑
i=1

ri . (2.6)

The definition of the square radius of gyration is

R2
g =

1

N

N∑
i=1

(ri −Rcom)2 . (2.7)
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2 Theoretical background

The scaling behavior of the RMS radius of gyration is the same as the
RMS end-to-end distance

R0 =
√
〈R2

g〉 = b

(
N − 1

6

)1/2

. (2.8)

Since we investigate DNA in this study, the description of stiff polymer
chains is of interest. The most common model is called worm-like chain
model.

2. Worm-like chain
In the worm-like chain model, the bond angle θ is kept small (θ � 1,
see figure 2.2 for the definition of θ) to represent a smoothly curved
polymer. The persistence length lp describes the stiffness of a polymer.
In general it is defined via the tangent vectors

t(s) =
∂p(s)

∂s
(2.9)

of the contour along the chain s (see figure 2.2). The persistence length
is the characteristic length scale of the decay in the correlation of the
tangent vector

〈t(0) t(s)〉 = 〈cos(θ)〉 = exp

(
−L
lp

)
. (2.10)

Here L is the contour length of the polymer and the tangent vectors are
assumed to be normalized (|t(s)| = 1). Besides the general description,
the persistence length of a worm-like chain is directly connected to the
end-to-end distance

〈R2
e〉 = 2lp L− 2l2p

[
1− exp

(
−L
lp

)]
. (2.11)
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2.1 Polymer chains

x

y

θ

t(s1)

t(s2)
s

p(s1)

p(s2)

Figure 2.2: Sketch of a polymer with marked contour vectors p(s) and
tangent vectors t(s). The angle θ is the embedded angle of two tangent

vectors along the contour of the chain s.

Also the worm-like chain is assumed to be continuously flexible, which
is the main difference to the freely-jointed chain, and the reason for the
contour description of the tangent vectors. Expression (2.11) contains
two limits: for large persistence lengths and for large polymer lengths.
In the first case

〈R2
e〉 = exp

(
−L
lp

)
≈ 1− L

lp
+

1

2

(
L

lp

)2

+ ... (2.12a)

〈R2
e〉 ≈ L2 for L� lp (2.12b)

and for the second case

〈R2
e〉 = 2lp L for L� lp . (2.12c)

In the case of large persistence lengths the polymer is very stiff and
therefore fully extended in a rod-like conformation. In the long-chain
limit, the mean squared end-to-end distance depends on N like the
ideal chain, when the persistence length modifies the Kuhn length.
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2 Theoretical background

2.1.2 Real chains

Real chains consider interactions between monomers, which are separated
along the chain, which were ignored for ideal chains. This leads to the so
called excluded volume effect, that suppresses the overlap of monomers (see
figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Figure of a real chain with short-range repulsion and hence volume
excluding monomers. At the point were the two beads are overlapping (red arrow)

a force arises, pushing the beads apart.

This effect depends on the interaction of the polymer with the solvent
and the interaction between the monomers. A real chain is described as
a self avoiding walk, that behaves differently from the random walk. The
RMS scaling behavior of the end-to-end distance or the radius of gyration,
as introduced for ideal chains, is generalized by

R0 ≈ b (N − 1)ν , (2.13)

where ν is the Flory exponent and describes the conformation of the polymer
for given interactions. Table 1 shows three different values of the Flory
exponent. Figure 2.4 clarifies the impact of the different conditions.

A thermal blob is associated with the energy contributions of the temper-
ature and the excluded volume. If the chain length is above the thermal
blob size ξT , the system is dominated by excluded volume effects that are
described by a self-avoiding walk. Chains lengths below ξT will behave ideally.
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2.1 Polymer chains

Table 1: Flory exponent values for a good, a poor and a θ-solvent with a brief
description.

Flory exponent ν solvent type conditions

0.588 good solvent Attraction weaker than repulsion.
Positive excluded volume.
Self-avoiding walk behavior.

1/2 θ-solvent Compensation of attraction and repulsion.
Ideal chain conditions.
No excluded volume.
Random-walk behavior.

1/3 poor solvent Attraction stronger than repulsion.
Negative excluded volume.
Collapse into a coil.

good solvent θ solvent poor solvent

Figure 2.4: Illustration of the three different solvent conditions. On the left, the
good solvent condition is shown. The chain is fully expanding and not overlapping
with itself because of the large repulsion between the single monomers. In the
middle, the θ-solvent condition is show, that makes the chain to cross itself a
few times because of the balance between attraction and repulsion between the
monomers. On the right side, the poor solvent condition is show. In this condition
the monomers interact attractively and the chain goes into a coil conformation.
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2 Theoretical background

This quantity is estimated by the Flory excluded volume interaction energy
considered equal to the thermal energy

kB T |v|
g2T
ξ3T
≈ kB T . (2.14)

Here kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, gT the number of
monomers in a thermal blob and v is the excluded volume. The number of
monomers inside a thermal blob is estimated to

gT ≈ b6/v2 (2.15a)

and the thermal blob size to

ξT ≈ b4/|v| . (2.15b)

In a poor solvent the polymer chain collapses and builds a globule. In this
form the chain is typically characterized by the globule size Rgl, which is
displayed in figure 2.5.

ξT
Re

ξT

Rgl

Figure 2.5: Sketch of two different polymer conformations. On the left hand side
is a polymer in good solvent conditions, characterized by the thermal blob size ξT
and the end-to-end distance Re. Displayed on the right hand side is a polymer
in poor solvent conditions, where the globule size Rgl is the characteristic size.

Picture adopted from [9].
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2.1 Polymer chains

2.1.3 Polyelectrolytes

Polyelectrolytes are polymers with ionizable groups on their monomers. Those
groups dissociate in aqueous solution with appropriate pH value. Each
dissociated group leaves a charge on the polyelectrolyte and provides a
counterion to the solvent. A dissociation can be either acidic or basic. In case
of the DNA (A stands for acid) a H+ ion dissociates from the phosphate group
of the backbone (see section 2.2), which results in two elementary e− charges
per base pair. The system of a polyelectrolyte and ions in solution differs
from the neutral case. The effects of the additional long ranged electrostatic
interaction are discussed and can also be found in [10–14].

Free solution
In aqueous solution, salt ions are distributed homogeneously, however by
putting a charged polymer in the solution the ion distribution is influenced
by the polyelectrolyte’s presence. The ion distribution forms a so called
electric double layer around the polyelectrolyte. The first layer is called Stern
layer and contains immobile ions, which are hold in place by electrostatic
interactions. Those ions reduce the effective charge of the polyelectrolyte.
This effect is also called counterion condensation and was proposed by
Manning in 1969 [15]. The second layer is called diffuse layer and contains
ions that can move freely. The Stern layer is usually taken to be the first
layer of ions. An important quantity for free solution systems is the so called
Bjerrum length

lb =
e2

4π ε0 εr kB T
. (2.16)

Here ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and εr the relative permittivity (εr ≈ 80
for water). The Bjerrum length is the characteristic length scale, where the
attraction or repulsion from the electrostatic potential of two elementary
charges gets larger than the thermal fluctuations. It is also a characteristic
length scale for the counterion condensation of ions. Is the charge of the
polyelectrolyte more than one elementary charge per Bjerrum length, the
surrounding counterions begin to condensate (see figure 2.6). The point
charge density of the polyelectrolyte λ scales linear with the effective charge
density λeff, but is limited to 1/lb because of the condensation. In water at
room temperature the value of the Bjerrum length is 7.15Å. The charges
also have an effect on the polyelectrolyte’s conformation.
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2 Theoretical background

λeff

λ1/lb

1
lb

lb
lb

Figure 2.6: Picture to the properties of the Bjerrum length. Larger charge
densities than 1/lb cause counterion condensation.

If all monomers are charged with the same valence, an additional long-
ranged repulsion is acting between the monomers. This can lead to a higher
stiffness (larger lp) or to a stretching between the monomers. In general the
electrostatic effects of the polymer are screened for large salt concentrations.
The ion distribution is crucial to determine any changes in the conformation
of the polyelectrolyte.

Poisson-Boltzmann Theory
The charge density %(r) consists of mobile and immobile ions

%(r) =
∑

Zi e ci(r) + %fixed(r) , (2.17)

while Zi is the valency and ci is the concentration of the mobile ions. From
this charge density the electrostatic potential φ(r) results via the Poisson
equation

4φ(r) = −1

ε
4π %(r) with ε = ε0 εr . (2.18)
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2.1 Polymer chains

Since the Poisson equation is linear one can solve it for a given charge density
using a Green’s function approach. The Green’s function G(r, r′) for a
single point charge is used. The point charge is considered at r′ and the
corresponding charge density

%(r′) = e δ(r − r′) (2.19a)

With the relation

4 1

|r − r′| = −4π δ(|r − r′|) (2.19b)

the electrostatic potential is then

φ(r) = eG(r, r′) =
e

ε |r − r′| . (2.19c)

For an arbitrary charge distribution the potential is derived to

φ(r) =

∫
G(r, r′) %(r′) d3r (2.19d)

=

∫
%(r′)

ε |r − r′| d
3r . (2.19e)

This is however a non-trivial equation to solve. A work around this problem
is using a distribution in thermodynamic equilibrium. One assumes the ion
concentration ci(r) follows the Boltzmann distribution

ci(r) = c0i e
−Zi e φ(r)/kB T , (2.20)

where c0i is the concentration in the bulk far from the polyelectrolyte’s back-
bone. By taking the initial assumed charge distribution (Equation (2.17)),
using the Boltzmann distribution (2.20) for the mobile concentration and
putting this in the Poisson equation (2.18) the so called Poisson-Boltzmann
(PB) equation yields

4φ(r) +
∑ 4π Zi e c0i

ε
e−Zi e φ(r)/kB T = −4π

ε
%fixed(r) . (2.21)

The system is electrically neutral. Unfortunately the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation is non-linear, that makes it analytically hard to solve. The Poisson-
Boltzmann theory is also not exact. It is a mean-field approach, that reduces

13



2 Theoretical background

the many effects of interaction between single particles to one interaction.
The concentrations in the Poisson-Boltzmann equation are averaged ion
distributions. This creates smooth potentials and is typical for a mean-field
approximation.
The linearized Poisson-Boltzmann theory is called Debye-Hueckel (DH)

theory. The potential
φDH(r) = φ0 e

−κ r (2.22)

is exponentially decreasing and starting from the value φ0. The characteristic
length of this decay κ−1 is the so-called Debye screening length

κ−1 =

√
ε kB T

e2 Σi Z2
i ci

. (2.23)

In a system of point charges, one point charge q is screened on distances
longer than κ.

14



2.2 DNA

2.2 DNA

It was unclear what is responsible for hereditary information or what is
carrying that information until the 1940s. Avery et al. [16] found 1944 that
the genetic information is stored in the DNA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid), a
molecule that makes up the chromosomes. Since then DNA is dealt as the key
molecule to understand life. In this section the structure of DNA presented,
which is described in more detail in [14].
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Figure 2.7: Chemical structure of DNA. The sugar groups are connected by the
phosphates. Attached to the sugar, the bases Cytosine (C), Guanine (G), Adenine
(A) and Thymine (T) pointing to the inside of a dsDNA. The AT pair is connected
via two hydrogen bonds and the GC pair via three, giving them stabilities in the

range of approximately 10 . . . 15 kB T . Figure from [17]
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2 Theoretical background

2.2.1 Structure

The molecular structure results in the geometric shape of the DNA that was
discovered by Watson and Crick [18] in 1953. On the outside there are sugar
and phosphate groups, which generate the backbone of the DNA. This is also
displayed in figure 2.7. The backbone surrounds the base pairs (bp), where
a base can be Adenine (A), Thymine (T), Guanine (G) and Cytosine (C).
Such phosphate, sugar and base combinations are called nucleotide. The
stacking geometry is a right handed double helix with a minor and a mayor
grove, where this conformation is also called double stranded DNA (dsDNA).
There are only two possible base combinations: Adenine-Thymine (AT) and
Guanine-Cytosine (GC). Those base pairs are forming hydrogen bonds, while
AT is connected via two hydrogen bonds (≈ 10 kB T ), and the more stable GC
via three hydrogen bonds (≈ 15 kB T ). The acidic phosphates are dissociated
in aqueous solution (depending on pH) and carry one negative charge. This
puts DNA in the class of polyelectrolytes.

Figure 2.8: Model of B-DNA visualized with VMD [19].
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2.2 DNA

DNA shows different structures, where the most common is the so called
B-DNA. In the B-shape the base pairs are parallel, the double helix is right
handed and the twist angle between two base pairs is approximately 36◦,
which leads to 10 bp per twist of the DNA. The B-shape is depicted in
figure 2.8. There are two more right handed coils, but the base pairs are
tilted against each other. Those structures are the A-DNA and C-DNA.
The B-DNA with a left handed helix is called Z-DNA. In this work we
will use the most common B-structure for our models and investigations.
Further information about the structure and geometric details are presented
in section 4.
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2 Theoretical background

2.3 Hydrodynamics

To study the dynamics of polymers, also the behavior of the fluid in which
they are immersed is important. A fluid consists of a very large number
of molecules moving and colliding frequently with each other. But the
effects of hydrodynamic interaction (HI) combine the dynamics of many
single fluid molecules, which leads to a continuum description of the fluid.
Hydrodynamics is a complex subject because the forces involved are of non-
linear and long ranged nature. This section is a short description of the
physics behind hydrodynamics that can also be found in [20].

2.3.1 Fluid characterization

The fluid is characterized by a velocity u(r, t), a density %(r, t) and a pressure
p(r, t). The most simple case of a fluid is the ideal fluid. It is based on three
main assumptions (see Table 2).

Table 2: Properties of an ideal fluid.

incompressible The volume and therefore the density
remains constant.

nonviscous There is no internal friction.

no thermal con-
ductivity

Different parts of the fluid have no heat
exchange.

Equation of continuity
One important equation, which holds for all fluids and is also well known in
many other parts of physics is the continuity equation

∂%

∂t
+ div(%u) = 0 , (2.24a)

where expanding the second term of the equation results in

∂%

∂t
+ % divu + ugrad % = 0 . (2.24b)
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2.3 Hydrodynamics

Hence the mass in a volume V can only change by a flow through the surface
of the volume and for an infinite volume (V → ∞) the mass has to stay
constant.

Equations of motion
The dynamics of an ideal fluid is described by Euler’s equation

%

[
∂u

∂t
+ (ugrad)u

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

du/dt

= −grad p+ f , (2.25)

where f describes an external force field.
The description of a viscous fluid with energy dissipation and thermal

conduction expands Euler’s equation. By taking those effects into account
the thermodynamic reversibility does not hold any more, but the fluid is still
considered incompressible. In this case, the fluid can be described using the
Navier-Stokes equation

%

[
∂u

∂t
+ (ugrad)u

]
= −grad p+ η 4u + f . (2.26)

The additional viscosity term η 4u is of general importance. It contains the
dynamic viscosity η, which adds a resistance to shear flows. In addition to
the dynamic viscosity η the kinematic viscosity ν is defined as

ν =
η

%
. (2.27)

Table 3 shows the SI units (international system of units) of the two viscosities.

Table 3: Units of the tow different viscosities with example values for water.

Name Symbol SI unit Value for water at 293.15K

dynamic viscosity η Pa s 1.002 · 10−3

kinematic viscosity ν m2

s 1.004 · 10−6

Another important quantity is the so called Reynolds number

Re =
% ū l

η
. (2.28)
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2 Theoretical background

Here ū is the average fluid velocity and l a characteristic length scale (e. g.
the travelled distance of the fluid). The Reynolds number characterizes the
fluid flow and is a dimensionless quantity. At low Reynolds numbers (Re� 1)
the fluid flow is laminar, which means that the viscous forces prevail. For
high Reynolds numbers (Re � 1) the flow turns turbulent because of the
dominance of internal forces. The transition between laminar and turbulent
flow is not a sharp value, but rather a region around a certain Reynolds
number of O(1).

Stokes flow
The Stokes flow is restricted to a small Reynolds number Re � 1, where
viscous forces dominate the system. By linearizing the Navier-Stokes equation,
the so-called Stokes equation arises

η 4u + f − grad p = 0 . (2.29)

With the Stokes equation simple systems can be solved analytically. For
example, the constant motion of a sphere of radius R in a viscous fluid. The
hydrodynamic drag force Fdrag acting on the sphere is

Fdrag = 6π η R v . (2.30)

The velocity of the sphere is denoted as v. The sphere radius is also known
as the hydrodynamic radius RH that describes the interaction radius of an
object with the fluid

RH =
kB T

6π η D
, (2.31)

where D is the diffusion coefficient that is defined by the Einstein relation

D = µ kB T =
kB T

6π η R
. (2.32)

In this equation µ denotes the ionic mobility, that is proportional to the drift
velocity v

µ =
v

Fdrag
=

1

6π η R
. (2.33)
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2.4 Electrophoresis

2.4 Electrophoresis

In section 2.1.3 the electric potential and the ion distribution of a polyelec-
trolyte in ionic solution is discussed. An external field, that is applied to the
system, causes the charges to move through the medium, a process called
electrophoresis. The concept of electrophoresis is also reviewed in [11].

2.4.1 Free-solution electrophoresis

The electric field acts on the polyelectrolyte and on the ions. Therefore, the
counterions move in the opposite direction as the polyelectrolyte and affecting
the chain’s velocity due to hydrodynamic coupling. The most important
quantity in this process is the mobility of the polyelectrolyte

µ =
v

E
, (2.34)

where v is the velocity of the polyelectrolyte and E is the strength of the
electric field. The mobility value for DNA is between 3 · 10−4 cm2

Vs and
4 · 10−4 cm2

Vs [6].

cathode anode

Fext

Fdrag

E

Figure 2.9: Shown is a system with a polyelectrolyte and ions in an external field.
The external force Fext acts against the hydrodynamic drag Fdrag.
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2 Theoretical background

According to equation (2.33), a reference mobility µ0 can be specified with
respect to the mobility of one (spherical) monomer of size lB

µ0 =
1

6π η lB
(2.35)

and is in general used to normalize mobilities that are obtained by experiment
or in simulations. Here the radius of the sphere is estimated by the Bjerrum
length lB. In general, the electrophoretic mobility µ depends on the object’s
size, shape and the concentration of ions in the solution. Figure 2.9 shows an
example system. The external force Fext and the hydrodynamic drag Fdrag

are balanced in the steady state.
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Figure 2.10: Sketch of the ion distribution in front of a negatively charged wall.
The red spheres are positively charged ions and the blue ones are negatively charged
ions. The ions in the Stern layer are immobile and the ions in the diffuse layer are
accelerated by an applied electric field. Therefore, the resulting shear plane is the
boarder between the moving and non-moving ions. The wall potential at the shear

plane is the so-called zeta potential (ζ).
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2.4 Electrophoresis

The ions around the polyelectrolyte form an electrical double layer. The
applied electric field causes a motion of the fluid in the diffuse layer due
to the ion velocity (see figure 2.10). This effect is called electro-osmosis or
electro-osmotic flow (EOF). The EOF occurs in ever double layer system
with an applied electric field. For example in a glass capillary filled with an
ionic solution and a radius R much larger than the Debye length κ−1. By
applying an electric field along the capillary, the ions begin to move. The
fluid velocity at the walls is zero due to no-slip boundary conditions. The
EOF profile in a glass capillary is not parabolic (Poiseuille profile), it is
deformed to a plug shaped profile.

By considering the electric field E as constant (the ion distribution has no
effect on the local field, mean-field approximation) and a very thin double
layer in comparison to the particle radius, the fluid velocity ueo in far distance
from the wall is described by the so-called Smulochowski equation [21]

ueo = −ε ζ
η

E , (2.36)

where ζ is the zeta potential and ε = εr ε0 is the dielectric constant of
the medium. The ions are electrophoretically driven through the system.
Therefore, the velocity of the particles, with respect to the medium’s velocity,
is given by the so-called Helmholtz-Smulochowski equation [21]

ve =
ε ζ

η
E , (2.37)

which is basically the negative fluid velocity. In addition, this equation
directly yields the mobility of the particles with µ = v/E.
However, these approaches are only estimates of the velocity in a far

distance to the wall. An analytically calculation of the velocity profile is
described by the electrokinetic equations [22]. The electrokinetic equations
consist of three major equations. The first is the convection-diffusion equation

j = −D∇%− µ∇Ψ + %v , (2.38)

where j is the ion density flow, µ is the ion mobility, D is the diffusion coef-
ficient, and −∇Ψ is the force density that acts on the ion distribution. The
second is the Navier-Stokes equation (2.26) and the last equation is the Pois-
son equation (2.18). Those equations are capable of a stationary description
of the system.
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2 Theoretical background

The electrokinetic equations can be solved for the position dependent
velocity along a certain axis for a slit pore (see figure 2.11). The resulting
profile is given by

ux(y) =
2ε0E kB T

η q

{
log

[
cos

(
q C

2kB T
y

)]
− log

[
cos

(
d q C

4kB T

)]}
with 0 ≤ C ≤ π kB T

2d |q| .

(2.39)

Here is ε0 the dielectric constant, E the external applied electric field, kB
the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, η the dynamic viscosity, q the
charge and d the distance between the charged walls. The full derivation of
equation (2.39) can be found in [22]. In figure 2.12 the shape of this velocity
profile is shown.

Exx

y

d

ionic
solution

charged
walls

Figure 2.11: Sketch of a slit pore. In between the two charged walls, with distance
d separated from each other, is the ionic solution. An external field Ex is applied.
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Figure 2.12: Schematic plot of the analytic velocity profile (equation (2.39)) of
the fluid for a slit pore geometry. All prefactors are set to 1.

2.4.2 Theoretical approach

Since dsDNA is rather stiff, the theories discussed in this section describe rod-
like polyelectrolytes. The general behavior of the electrophoretic mobility for
rod-like chains is depicted in figure 2.13. Stiff polyelectrolytes also get coiled if
they are long enough and during electrophoresis this coil is interspersed with
counterions, that are suppressing the long-range hydrodynamic interactions.
The transition from a rod-like to a coil-like chain also has a significant
effect on the electrophoretic mobility. In addition, the transition is assumed
to be at a number of monomers that builds a chain of approximately one
persistence length. The region, where the polyelectrolyte reaches the full
coil-conformation is called free-draining regime/limit.

There are several theoretical descriptions of the electrophoretic mobility for
rod-like chains or especially for dsDNA. However, the majority of models are
for gel electrophoresis of DNA [23]. To describe the length or molecular weight
(N) dependence of dsDNA, there are basically two different approaches. In
1999 Mohanty et al. [24] used their theoretical approach for comparison with
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2 Theoretical background

their experimental data. They found an expression for the mobility

µ =

[
ε

3π η q b kB T

]
·
{

ln
[
1− e−κ b

]
+ e−κ b

(
1

2N
+

1

κ bN
+

κ b

12N

)
+ e−κ b(N−1)

(
1

2N
− 1

κ bN
− κ b

12

)
+ e−κ bN

(
1

2N
− κ b

12N
− 1

12N2

)
+ e−κ bN ln

[
1 +

1

κ bN

](
1− q T0

ζ

)−1}
,

(2.40)

where b is the charge spacing, η is the dynamic viscosity, ε is the dielectric
constant, ζ is the friction coefficient between monomers and solvent, κ is the
inverse Debye length, q is the charge and T0 is an equilibrium average of the
Oseen tensor.

N

µ
oligomers /
short chains

free draining / long chains

Figure 2.13: Schematic picture of the two mobility regions of stiff polyelectrolytes.
The mobility rises until the transition from a rod-like to a coil-like chain and stays

constant for the coil-like conformation.

In 1996 M. Muthukumar [8] published a theory for the electrophoretic
mobility of polyelectrolytes. The theory of Muthukumar takes electrostatic
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2.4 Electrophoresis

interaction between the monomers and excluded volume effects into account,
but is restricted to low polyelectrolyte concentrations and the Debye-Hückel
approximation. Detailed information about this theory is found in [8, 12, 25].

The theory of Mohanty et al. [24] and the theory of Muthukumar [25] use
the same starting point, which is the macroscopic force balance of a free
polymer solution

Fe︸︷︷︸
external

− Fh︸︷︷︸
hydrodynamic

− Fr︸︷︷︸
relaxation

− Fc︸︷︷︸
chain

= 0 . (2.41)

The external force Fe arises from the applied electric field. The net retarding
force Fc originates from the interaction of the counterions with the fluid. The
counterions are moving in the opposite direction than the polyelectrolyte,
what causes the fluid in the proximity of the counterions to move in the same
direction. This dampens the movement of the chain and depends on the
ion’s distance to the polyelectrolyte and the ion concentration. Additionally
the ion cloud is deformed by the field, what destroys the symmetry of the
cloud and also shifts its center away from the solutes center. This leads to
a dipole field and a counterforce Fr that reduces the chain’s mobility. The
relaxation force Fr vanishes if the equilibrium structure of the ion cloud is
not deformed during the free solution electrophoresis.
A measure for the amount of charge density is the Manning parameter ξ,

that is defined by

ξ =
e2

4π ε kB T b
=
lB
b

with b =
L

eQ
. (2.42)

Here, b is the average distance between covalently bound charged groups.
If ξ > 1 the polyelectrolyte is highly charged. The charge density is lower
if ξ is lower than unity. This is also proposed by Manning’s counterion
condensation (see section 2.1.3).

By applying the forces in the Navier-Stokes equation (2.26), and approxi-
mating the structure of the polyelectrolyte with rod-like chains, the mobility
in the Muthukumar approach is given by

µ = 2ξ

{
E1(κ ls)− E1(κL)−

(
1

κL

)
[1− exp(−κL)]

}
. (2.43)
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The contour length is given by L = l N = 2bN and ls is the segment size. E1

denotes the exponential integral, which is defined as

En =

∫ ∞
1

dt
e−x t

tn
. (2.44)

The two different mobility approaches from Muthukumar (2.43) and Mohanty
et al. (2.40) are shown in figure 5.26.
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Figure 2.14: Plot of the mobility versus the number of monomers N . Both
approaches used the parameters κ = 0.1 and b = 1. Additionally, the parameters
from equation (2.43) are chosen as ls = 0.5 and ξ = 0.5 and from equation (2.40)
the prefactor is set to 1, the charge q = −1 and T0/ζ = 2. The mobility is

normalized with the free-draining mobility µFD.

The major difference between these two approaches is the formalism of the
hydrodynamic interactions. Muthukumar [25] uses the non-linear Navier-
Stokes equation for the fluid, while Mohanty et al. [24] use the linear Oseen
approximation. However, not all assumptions are listed in the corresponding
publications.
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3 Coarse-grained molecular dynamics

To be capable to simulate systems of macroscopic length scales, the physical
and chemical details have to be approximated. In the approximation process
relevant features are kept, but non-relevant details are neglected. The tech-
niques for a coarse-gained (CG) polyelectrolyte in free solution and a model
for the two most important interactions (electrostatics and hydrodynamics)
are presented in this section. The concepts of coarse-graining and molecular
dynamic (MD) simulations can also be found in [26].

3.1 Why coarse-graining?

The accuracy of a model is related with its complexity. However, on lager
length scales some details on the system do not affect the accuracy and
can be omitted. This increases the efficiency of the simulation without a
loss of accuracy. For highly complex systems the simulation time required
is considerable, limiting the size of the system that can be simulated. So
one has to decide how many details are necessary for a specific system for
sufficient accuracy. For example the simulation of a car crash is for the
actual state of technology impossible to cover with an all-atom or quantum
mechanic model. The system fixes the relevant time and length scales and
this gives a selection of methods or models that fit for the system’s dynamics
(see figure 3.1).

time and
length scales

system
properties

model or
method

Figure 3.1: Dependence of time and length scales, method or model and system
properties to each other.

Figure 3.2 shows methods that are suited for specific length scales. At the
CG level chemical details of monomers are summarized to beads which build
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3 Coarse-grained molecular dynamics

up a polymer or a colloid using bonded interactions. There is also a variety
of models and methods within the CG length and time scale with different
grades of accuracy and efficiency. Starting with the most accurate setup of
explicit ions and fluid particles.

length [m]

time [s]
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medium
molecules

few big or many small
molecules

polymers/colloids

macroscopic
objects

ab initio
QM

DFT QM

classical
atomistic FF

CG

mesoscopic

Figure 3.2: Dependence of time and length scales to molecular systems. Also the
preferred methods for each time and length scale are show.
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3.2 Velocity Verlet

3.2 Velocity Verlet

The particle movement in a MD simulation is described by Newton’s equation
of motion

F = ma , (3.1)

where F denotes the force on the particle, m is the mass and a is the
acceleration. The force is given by the sum over all potentials, that are
acting on the particle. These interactions are, for example, particle-particle
interactions (section 3.3), electrostatics (section 3.4), hydrodynamics (section
3.5) and other external fields. To calculate the velocity and the position of
the particle at the next time step (t + ∆t), the velocity Verlet integration
scheme is used.

r(t+ ∆t) = r(t) + v(t) ∆t+
1

2

F (t)

m
∆t2 +O(∆t4) (3.2a)

v(t+ ∆t) = v(t) +
∆t

2

[
F (t)

m
+

F (t+ ∆t)

m

]
+O(∆t3) . (3.2b)

The velocity Verlet has some significant advantages over other integration
schemes like the Euler integration method. It is time-reversible, symplectic
and shows no long time energy drift. Symplectic means that the volume
element in phase-space is conserved.
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3 Coarse-grained molecular dynamics

3.3 MD potentials

Every particle interacts with the other particles via the Lennard-Jones (LJ)
potential

ULJ(rij) = 4εij

[(
σij
rij

)12

−
(
σij
rij

)6
]

. (3.3)

The first term (r−12) is the repulsive part of the LJ potential. Due to the
Pauli exclusion principle this term prevents the overlap of electron orbitals.
The attractive r−6 term is modeled to reproduce the interaction of induced
dipoles, also known as van der Waals interaction. The parameter σij gives the
position of the zero-crossing and εij is the depth of the well of the potential.
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Figure 3.3: Plot of the LJ and the WCA potential. The WCA potential is shifted
up by ε and truncated at 21/6 σ.

By shifting the minimum to zero and truncating the LJ potential at the
minimum (rcut = 21/6 σij), the so called Weeks-Chandler-Anderson (WCA)
potential is created.
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3.3 MD potentials

This changes the properties of the potential to a purely repulsive interaction.
In figure 3.3, the two potentials are shown. The WCA is a very common
potential to model purely repulsive interactions, i. e. macromolecules and
structures where many chemical details are abstracted as one bead. It
approximates a hard sphere potential with continuous forces. However, a
polymer consists of many monomers held together by covalent bonds, which
are modeled using the so called bead spring model. In this model adjacent
beads are connected using bonded potentials. There is a variety of bonded
potentials that are fitted for their corresponding field of application. The
bonded potentials used in this thesis are explained in detail in section 4.2.1.
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3 Coarse-grained molecular dynamics

3.4 Electrostatics

Electrostatic interactions are discussed in detail in [26, 27]. The starting
point of describing electrostatic interactions is the Coulomb potential. In
MD simulations the charges are considered to be point-like. Therefore the
potential between two point charges qi is given by

Ucoul(rij) =
qi qj

4π ε rij
, (3.4)

where rij is the distance between two particles and ε is the dielectric constant.
This potential only decays with 1/r and is therefore a long-range interaction.
In a large system with N particles the calculation of all pair interactions
would take a very large amount of computational effort. A simple truncation
of the potential only taking the tail into account is not possible because

Utail =
N e

2

∫ ∞
rc

dr Ucoul(r) 4π r2 (3.5)

diverges in three dimensions. Here rc denotes the cutoff radius of the potential.
Especially in a system with periodic boundary conditions (PBC), where
the particles also interact with their images, is problematic. In PBC the
simulation box is extended with images of the box itself (see figure 3.4).
This switches the system from interaction free boarders to particle-particle
interactions through the wall of the box and is used to simulate the properties
of a bulk system. By applying PBC to a system of N charged particles the
Coulomb potential (3.4) turns into

Ucoul,PBC(r) =
1

8π ε

N∑
i,j

∑
n∈Z3

† qi qj
rij + nL

. (3.6)

Here L is the box length and n the unity vector to the image cells. The †
(dagger) symbol excludes the terms i = j for n = 0 where the particle is
interacting with itself. Also this equation is limited by conditional convergence
in 3D. Conditional convergence means that the outcome of the sum is not
well defined and depends on the way or order the terms are summed up (e. g.
cubic, spheric). In fact equation (3.6) can in general be used to calculate
electrostatic interactions. However the sum over the image cell unit vectors
n is not finite, and the truncation of the series at a specific cutoff leads to
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3.4 Electrostatics

large numerical errors due to the long range characteristic of the coulomb
interaction. Therefore this approach is rarely used in computer simulations,
and is called direct sum method. A much more accurate method than the
direct sum method is the so-called Ewald summation method [28].
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Figure 3.4: Charged particles in a system with periodic boundary conditions.
The simulation box is imaged to its borders.

3.4.1 Ewald summation

The Ewald summation method splits the evaluation into a short- and a
long-range part. The short-range part is calculated as usual in real space and
the long-range part of the Coulomb interaction is calculated in Fourier space,
because slowly decaying functions transform into sharp peaks in Fourier
space. The long-range part thus suites for truncation of the sum. The first
step is the splitting of the potential

1

r
=

erfc(r)
r
− 1− erfc(r)

r
. (3.7)

Here erfc(r) denotes the complementary error function which is defined as

erfc(x) =

√
2

π

∫ ∞
x

dt e−t
2

. (3.8)

The splitting is shown in figure 3.5. The full potential is given by

Ucoul = Ureal + Ufourier + Uself + Udipol , (3.9)
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where it is not fully covered by the long and short-range term, but also needs
two correction terms.
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Figure 3.5: Shown is the splitting of the Coulomb potential, while the potential
is approximated as 1/r. The summation of the short-range and the long-range part

reproduces the Coulomb potential.

The part Uself is the self-energy and Udipol is a dipolar correction. The
contributions behind the four potential terms are as follows

Ureal =
1

2

N∑
i,j

∑
n∈Z3

† qi qj erfc(α |rij + nL|)
rij + nL

(3.10a)

Ufourier =
1

2V

∑
k 6=0

4π

k2
e−

k2

4α2

N∑
i,j

qi qj e
−ik rij (3.10b)

Uself = − α√
π

N∑
i

q2i (3.10c)

Udipol =
2π

(1 + 2ε)V

(
N∑
i

qi ri

)2

. (3.10d)

Here α is the splitting parameter, k ∈ 2π
L
Z3 and ε is the dielectric constant.

There is no approximation going into the calculation of the Ewald sum which
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makes these expressions exact. However, for calculation the infinite sums
are truncated commonly in terms of the minimum image convention at L/2
or less for the real space cut-off, and for some wave vector kc. Another
advantage is that the error that is introduced through the truncation can be
accurately estimated.

3.4.2 Mesh based Ewald sums

The Ewald sum is a major improvement in comparison to the direct sum-
mation method, but still scales with the number of particles as O(N2 α3) +
O(N/α3) (best possible scaling O(N3/2)). This quickly exceeds the compu-
tational capacity when increasing the system’s particle number. To handle
large systems a variety of methods was developed to employ the Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT) to the reciprocal part of the Ewald sum. Due to the
fact that the FFT is discrete and finite the point charges are transformed
onto a charge density on a grid. The potential also needs to be determined in
the discrete Fourier space. Only knowing the electric field from discrete grid
points, the forces on the particles are calculated. Depending on implementa-
tion the FFT mesh based methods scale to O(N log(N)). The most common
methods are partice-partice partice-mesh (P3M), particle mesh Ewald (PME)
and the smooth PME (SPME). For a review and comparison of the different
models see [29]. In this review Deserno and Holm also prove that the P3M
method is the most accurate.
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3 Coarse-grained molecular dynamics

3.5 Fluid model

There are two kinds of fluid models that are used in simulations. The first
group is made up by the implicit fluid models. They consider a fluid that
provides a friction to the particles’ movement and adds random force pulses
(or kicks) to the particles. Those pulses are dependent on the system’s
temperature and simulate random collisions with fluid particles, which is
also known as Brownian motion. One very common model is the so called
Langevin thermostat. The equations of motion are modified to

m
dv(t)

dt
= Fpot(t)− γ v(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

friction

+ R(t)︸︷︷︸
random force

, (3.11)

where Fpot denotes the force from other potentials (LJ, electrostatics, ...), γ
is the friction coefficient and R(t) is the force due to random pulses. The
random force is in general described by a Gaussian distribution

P [R(t)] =
1√

2π 〈R2〉
e
− R2

2〈R2〉 . (3.12a)

The restrictions are

〈R(t)〉 = 0 , (3.12b)

and the average correlation function has to satisfy

〈Ri(t)Rj(t+ τ)〉 = Aδ(τ) δij > 0 . (3.12c)

This restriction denies correlation in time and between particles and therefore
keeps the temperature at T during the simulation. In order to achieve the
correct velocity distribution the coefficient A must be equal to A = 6γ kB T
in accordance with the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Since the thermostat
is local, any long-ranged correlations are neglected, i. e. the mobility matrix
is assumed to be the identity tensor. In simulations those fluid properties
could be of special interest. To include the long-range and explicit fluid
properties the second group of so-called mesoscopic fluid models needs to
be used. One example for mesoscopic fluid models is the Lattice-Boltzmann
method (LBM).
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3.5 Fluid model

3.5.1 Lattice-Boltzmann

The simplest approach for an explicit fluid is the inclusion of every single fluid
particle as an interacting bead into the system. This would ensure the long-
range character of a fluid, but also puts the majority of the computational
power on fluid particle trajectory calculations that are not of primary interest.
Therefore the methods on mesoscopic fluid modeling are a combination of
an explicit particle description and a continuum description. Details about
mesoscopic fluid descriptions and the LBM are also found in [30,31].
The main characteristic of the LBM is the discretization of the fluid

particles and their properties on a lattice. For the description of the system,
the probability density n(x,p, t) is used. An integration over the phase-space
gives the total number of particles

∫
dr
∫

dp n(x, p) = N m . (3.13)

In general n(x,p, t) describes the probability to find a particle in an infinites-
imal phase-space volume to the time t. Additionally the time evolution of
the system is described by the discretized and linearized Boltzmann transport
equation

Dt n ≡
[
∂ n

∂ t
+

p

m
· ∇x + F · ∇p

]
n(x,p, t) = C12 . (3.14)

A streaming motion of the particles in the direction of the trajectories that
are associated with the force field F is represented by the left hand side. C12

represents two-body collisions, that are pushing or pulling particles in or out
of the streaming trajectory.

The discretization model in 3D which uses 19 velocity vectors ci to describe
the viscous flow of an incompressible fluid (see figure 3.6) is known as D3Q19
model. There are also other discretization schemes, but the D3Q19 model
is very accurate and implemented in the used software (section 3.6). Those
vectors are modeled in a way that the particles can move to another lattice
node in a single time step. With the distribution function and the velocities,
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3 Coarse-grained molecular dynamics

physical quantities can be calculated, such as

% =
∑
i

ni (3.15a)

j = %u =
∑
i

ni ci . (3.15b)

Here ρ denotes the density, the momentum is j and u is the fluid velocity.
The first step of the LB method executes a so called streaming step, during
which the particles are moved by their associated velocity vectors. After that
the equilibrium population densities according to the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution are calculated for the density % and momentum j of the node.

Figure 3.6: The D3Q19 lattice scheme for the 19 velocity vectors ci. One vector
to every face (6) and one to every edge (12) of the cell. With the zero velocity

vector in the center, the number of vectors is 19.

The actual populations are relaxed linearly with the time constant τ to these
equilibrium population densities. This step is called the collision step.
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3.5 Fluid model

Those two steps are given by

ni(r + ci τ, t+ τ)− ni(r, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
streaming

= −ni(r, t)− n
eq
i (r, t)

τ︸ ︷︷ ︸
collision

. (3.16)

Here τ is the relaxation time that the system needs for local equilibrium and
neqi (r, t) is the equilibrium distribution. The in equation (3.16) presented
collision computation is the so-called Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BKG) collision,
and is the simplest estimate for this step. The software package used in this
thesis (ESPResSo) however uses the multi-relaxation time (MRT) method
that is a much more complex framework and does not suite in a general
description chapter of the LBM.
In the LBM the coupling force on the particle is through a frictional

coupling [31]
FD = −Γb(v(t)− u(r, t)) , (3.17)

where Γb is the friction between particle and fluid, v(t) the particle velocity
and u(r, t) the interpolated fluid velocity at the particle’s position. In figure
3.7 the linear interpolation scheme is shown. Also a force is transferred on
the fluid to conserve momentum

− FD

a3
=

∆j

∆t
(3.18)

To fulfill the fluctuation dissipation theorem the same random force R(t) as
for the Langevin thermostat is added (see equations (3.12a),(3.12b),(3.12c)).
However, the friction parameter in this case is Γb. The hydrodynamic radius
RH of the MD beads is given by

1

RH
=

6π η

Γb
+

6π

g a
. (3.19)

Here η is the dynamic viscosity, a the grid constant and g a numerical value
of approximately 25.
The coupling of a single particle (a mass point) to the hydrodynamic

continuum is dissipatively. In addition, the particle is specified by its mass m,
position r, momentum p, the friction coefficient Γb and the interaction with
other particles. The drag force of the fluid applied to the particle is given by
equation (3.17) that is based on the difference between the particle’s velocity
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3 Coarse-grained molecular dynamics

and the velocity of the fluid u(r). An equal force has to be applied to the
fluid to fulfill momentum conservation. In case of a polymer, the particles
are also connected via bonded interactions that influence the particle velocity
and hence changes the applied drag force. However, the particle coupling
mechanisms stay the same with the additional potentials.

v(t)

u(1,t) u(2,t)

u(3,t) u(4,t)

u(r,t)

Figure 3.7: Interpolation scheme to calculate the fluid velocity at the particle’s
position u(r, t) from the four nearest lattice nodes. The actual particle velocity is

v(t).
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3.6 Software

The simulated systems were implemented using ESPResSo (Extensible Sim-
ulation Package for Research on Soft Matter), which is maintained and
developed at the Institute for Computational Physics at the University of
Stuttgart [32,33]. This program is capable of simulating a variety of different
systems from simple Lennard-Jones fluids to polymers, colloids, liquid crystals
and ferrofluids. The simulation is started by a script, which uses the features
provided by ESPResSo. Those scripts use either the scripting language
Tcl [34] or Python [35]. In this work the simulations were scripted in Tcl,
while the data analysis is computed using Python. Additional information
can be found on the ESPResSo website [36], which also provides the user
guide, or in the git repository [37].

Figure 3.8: Logo of the ESPResSo software package.
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4 DNA model

The model presented here is based on [38], but includes some improvements.
It is especially optimized for the simulation software ESPResSo. In this
section, the properties of the coarse grained DNA model are presented. At
first, geometric aspects and bonded interactions are discussed. After that,
non-bonded interaction parameters and parameter choices are discussed.

4.1 Bead arrangement

The geometry of the coarse grained model is based on the description provided
in section 2.2. In figure 4.1 the model of one DNA segment is depicted.

x

y

COM
(xa, ya)(−xa, ya)

(0,−ycom)

φbb

Rbb

Figure 4.1: Coordinates of the base pair and backbone beads. The coordinate
system is built around the center of mass. The parameter Rbb is the distance
between a backbone and a base pair bead, and φbb is the angle between two

backbone beads in relation to the base pair bead.

Each segment of the DNA consists of one base pair (bp) and two backbone
beads (bb). The two backbone beads are at a radial distance of Rbb from
the base pair bead in the center and in angular separation of φbb = 144◦

from each other. Those three beads suffice for an accurate description of
real DNA. However, for technical reasons an additional bead is added to the
model. It is located at the center of mass of the DNA segment, and all other
beads are connected via rigid bonds to it. This makes each segment a stiff
object. The COM bead is a real particle, which means it is integrated by
the equations of motion, while the connected beads maintain their relative
position to the COM bead and are termed virtual. The COM bead does not
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4 DNA model

have any interactions, so the interactions of the virtual beads are transferred
to the COM bead. To integrate the equations of motion of one base pair
segment correctly, one needs the moment of inertia I and the mass m of this
segment. In general the moment of inertia I of a continuous body is defined
as

Iαβ =

∫
V

dV %(r)(r2 δαβ − rα rβ) . (4.1)

Here %(r) is the mass distribution of the body. For the DNA model, which
consists of beads the moment of inertia can also be defined with a discrete sum

Iαβ = Iβα =
∑
i

mi (r
2 δαβ − riα riβ) (4.2a)

I =
∑
i

mi

 y2i + z2i −xi yi −xi zi
−yi xi x2i + z2i −yi zi
−zi xi −zi yi x2i + y2i

 . (4.2b)

Figure 4.1 shows the positions of the base pair beads and the corresponding
coordinates for the moment of inertia calculation. The calculation of this
tensor with the corresponding coordinates results to

I = m

 y2com + 2y2a 0 0
0 2x2a 0
0 0 2x2a + 2y2a + y2com

 .

The backbone beads are at a φbb = 144◦ angle and at Rbb = 7.875Å from
the base pair bead (see figure 4.1). This ensures the formation of a double
helix, corresponding to the shape of B-DNA. The diameter of the DNA is the
same as real DNA d = 20Å what is ensured by the non-bonded interaction
potentials (see section 4.2.2). The bonds between the beads have a fixed
length. Note that, the pictures of the DNA model are not scaled properly.
The beads are not treated as hard spheres as it might appear in the presented
figures. This representation is however suitable for showing the geometry
and the bonded interactions of the model. DNA segments are stacked up in
a distance of Rbp = 3.4Å and rotated by φdh = 34.3◦. A sketch of the DNA
model and the structure defining bonded potentials are shown in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: The fixed DNA model used in the simulations with a length of 20 bp.
The minor and major grooves are a feature from the back bone angle φbb = 144◦

and the dihedral twist φdh = 34.3◦. A full turn is build up by 10.5 base pairs. An
inset shows the bonded interactions between the beads that define the structure of
the dsDNA model. The parameters of each bonded interaction are discussed in
more detail in section 4.2.1. Additionally, the potentials are marked in different
colors for a better distinction. The black potential is a dihedral potential Vdh.
Marked as red, a bond angle potential between the base pairs V bp

ba is depicted. A
representation of the bond angle potential between the base pairs and the backbone
V bb
ba is plotted as green. This potential applies symmetric between all base pairs
and backbone beads. The yellow potential is an harmonic angle potential Vha.
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4.2 Interactions

4.2.1 Bonded interactions

There are three types of bonded interactions: harmonic bonds, harmonic
angles and dihedral torsions. The harmonic bond is shown in figure 4.3a.
These potentials acting between the base pairs and ensure an equilibrium
distance of 3.4Å between the segments. The exact potential is

Vha(r) =
1

2
Kha (r −Rbp)2 , (4.3)

with Kha = 200 kB T
σ2 and Rbp = 3.4Å. All spring constants are given in

simulation units. The spring constant Kha is one of the free parameters of
the model. The specific value of Kha is large enough that there are only
small fluctuations in the distance between base pairs while still being small
enough to maintain numerical stability.

The next potential takes care of the backbone alignment relative to the base
pair beads. This harmonic angle gives the DNA backbone the appropriate
stiffness. The harmonic angle is defined as

V bb
ba (φ) =

1

2
Kbb

ba (φ− φbbba)2 (4.4a)

V bp
ba (φ) =

1

2
Kbp

ba (φ− φbpba)2 , (4.4b)

with Kbb
ba = 100 kB T

σ2 , φbbba = π
2
and φbpba = π. In figure 4.3b the potential V bb

ba
is shown in the context of this model. The angle φbb results from the shape
of the DNA, but the spring constant is again a free parameter. A detailed
discussion of the parameter Kbp

ba is found in section 5.3. It’s strength has a
direct effect on the persistence length of the DNA (see section 2.1.1) and a
sketch of this potential is shown in figure 4.3d.

The dihedral potential fixes the shape of the double helix. It prevents de-
coiling or excessive coiling of the DNA. A picture of the exact alignment of the
potential is shown in figure 4.3c. The potential of the dihedral interaction is

Vdh(φ) = Kdh [1− cos(nφ− φdh)] , (4.5)

where Kd = 200 kB T
σ2 , n = 1 and φdh = 34.3◦. The potential is stiff enough to

maintain the dihedral structure while being small enough so as not to cause nu-
merical instability. If the DNA gets decoiled, the contour length increases.
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4.2 Interactions

Conversely, if the DNA is coiled up the length shrinks. This feature is not
included in this DNA model, because significant length changes of the DNA
caused by decoiling or coiling are not expected. A detailed discussion about
this kind of potential for DNA is found in [39].

Kha, Rbp

(a)

Kbb
ba , φ

bb
ba

(b)

Kdh, φdh

(c)

Kbp
ba ,

φbpba

(d)

Figure 4.3: Depicted are the bonded interactions. (a) Between the base pair beads
is a harmonic potential with a relaxation distance of Rbp = 3.4Å. (b) A harmonic
angle potential assures the φbbba = 90◦ angle of the backbone. (c) The dihedral
potential is for the proper coiling of the DNA with φdh = 34.3◦. (d) A harmonic
angle potential defines the flexibility of the chain, which also sets the persistence
length and has a zero potential angle of φbpba = 180◦. The spring parameters are

found in the text.

4.2.2 Non-bonded interactions

There are three non-bonded interactions in the system. The interaction
between the ions, between base pairs and ions and between the backbone
beads and the ions. The interactions are sketched in figure 4.4. All in-
teractions are WCA potentials (see section 3.3). The different parameters
are listed in table 4. Similar parameters are assumed in [38], but they
were modified by a small amount. The hydrodynamic radius of each bead
is RH = σ/2 ≈ 2.1Å. Therefore, the backbone beads are shifted an arm
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4 DNA model

length of Rbb ≈ 7.9Å from ca. 5Å and the effective WCA interaction ra-
dius is smaller. With these parameters the interaction radii of the DNA with
the ions and the fluid are equal. The parameter rsh shifts the interaction po-
tential to higher radii, but does not influence the shape of the potential. The
effective interaction radii for the different beads are reff(ion-ion) = 2.1Å for
the ion-ion interaction, reff(bp-ion) = 2.9Å for the base pair-ion interaction
and reff(bb-ion) = 2.1Å for the backbone-ion interaction. This model, as
presented here, is referred as “Model 1” during the discussion of the results.
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4.2 Interactions

Figure 4.4: Coarse-graining scheme of a single base pair in terms of interaction
radii. In red the backbone beads and in grey the base pair bead are shown. Under

the CG structure lies an all-atom model of a single base pair of dsDNA.

Table 4: Table of the non-bonded interaction potential parameters. In the
“Interaction” column the involved particle combinations are listed.

Interaction Parameter

ion-ion σ = 4.25Å
ε = kB T

bb-ion σ = 4.25Å
ε = kB T

bp-ion σ = 4.25Å
ε = kB T
rsh = 0.75Å
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5 Results

In this section the performed simulations and the resulting data is presented.
Since the goal of this work is to generate a realistic DNA model, the results
are compared to experimental data and results obtained via atomistic simu-
lations in an explicit water surrounding. The parameters are indicated in
reduced units with σ = 1 and kB T = 1 as length and energy scale. For the
corresponding SI units see section 5.1.1.

5.1 System parameters

In preparation of a simulation one should be aware of the choice of parameters
used. The parameters of the Lattice-Boltzmann fluid and the energy, time
and length scales are discussed in this section.

5.1.1 Units

The software package ESPResSo does not specify a system of units, it is
using reduced units that are specified by the user. This is different from
other MD software packages where the units are predefined. The basis set of
units is made up by time, length and energy. With this basis set other units
can be derived [40].

For the simulations in this thesis, all lengths are multiples of the van-der-
Waals radius σ = 4.25Å. The time unit is 1 ps and the energy is 300K · kB ≈
4.15 · 10−21 J. By using

[mass] = [energy]
[time]2

[length]2
, (5.1)

the unit of mass is 55.24 u. For evaluation of the force and electric fields the
unit of the force is given by

[force] =
[energy]

[length]
(5.2)

and sets the unit’s scale to 9.75 pN. For the electric field E = F/q the units
derives as 60.83MV/m. Table 5 shows a summary of the units.
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Table 5: The units that define the simulated systems. All parameters and
quantities in the results section can be determined with this set of units.

Unit Symbol Value

length x 4.25Å
time t 1.0 ps
energy E 4.15 · 10−21 J
force F 9.75 pN
E-field E 60.83MV/m

5.1.2 Hydrodynamic interactions

A general approach to fit the fluid parameters such that the hydrodynamic
radius matches the choice of the steric radius is a finite size scaling of the
system. This is done by a simulation of a single particle in a periodic box.
The particle is moved by a constant force and a homogeneous counter force
is applied to the fluid (see figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Sketch of the system for finite size scaling and the acting forces. A
single particle is moved by a force F = 1 through systems of varying box size.
Additionally, a homogeneous counterforce is applied to the fluid to ensure energy

conversation.

For small boxes, the hydrodynamic radius of the particle is smaller because
of interactions between the particle and its image. By performing simula-
tions with different box sizes, the value for an infinitely large box can be
extrapolated. In addition, the hydrodynamic radius depends on the friction
coefficient Γb, according to equation (3.19). The friction parameter is fitted
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5.1 System parameters

to the finite size hydrodynamic radius of RH ≈ 2.1Å. Figure 5.2 shows the
result of the tuning.
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Figure 5.2: Plot of a series of simulations with varying friction parameter. The
x-axis is the inverse box length and the series are linearly extrapolated to 1/L = 0.

The extrapolation of Γb = 7 leads to a hydrodynamic radius of approximately
σ/2. To calculate RH from the data, the diffusion coefficient D is evaluated.
The Einstein relation (2.32) connects the diffusion coefficient with the mobility
via

D = µ kB T with µ =
v

F
. (5.3a)

Using Stokes law (2.29) the diffusion coefficient is

D =
kB T

6π η RH
, (5.3b)

which can be solved for the hydrodynamic radius, yielding

RH =
F

6π η v
. (5.3c)

In the simulation, the force is F = 1 and the dynamic viscosity is set to η = 0.6.
The velocity v was measured and RH was evaluated by equation (5.3c).
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5.2 Infinite pore

In order to discuss the tuning of the model to existing data from experiments
and all-atom simulations, the methods that were used to obtain the data
and the results are briefly discussed.

5.2.1 Experimental and all-atom data

The interactions of the DNA with the fluid and the ions are investigated
first. As a reference to experimental data the investigations of Smeets et
al. [2] are of special interest. They have performed translocation experiments
with dsDNA through a solid-state nanopore (SiO2) of 10 nm diameter and
60 nm thickness. The movement of the DNA was driven by an electric field
and a λ-DNA with 48. kbp was used. For different salt concentrations, they
evaluated the conductance G and its length independent derivation, the
conductance modulation ∆G/G. The same nanopore geometry was used
in the simulations discussed in this section. In the experimental setup the
nanopore is fabricated by a tightly focused electron beam, that forms a
whole in the SiO2. A voltage is applied to the electrodes in the solution and
the current I from one electrode to the other, is measured. This current is
influenced by the ion transport through the nanopore and directly shows the
presence of a DNA strand in the nanopore. The same principle is also known
as a Coulter counter, which has been used to count particles in a conducting
fluid.
In the experiments of Smeets et al. the salt concentration was changed

and the currents were measured. They compared the conductance while a
DNA is translocating with the conductance of an empty pore only filled with
the electrolyte. These results are shown in figure 5.3. Importantly, in both,
the experiments and the simulations mentioned later, the crossover appears
at around 0.3M. At this point, the role of the DNA changes from increasing
the conductivity to decreasing the conductivity. As an explanation, they
assumed that the conductivity is proportional to the number of ions in the
pore. The DNA occupies a volume that reduces the number of salt ions in
the pore, thus reducing the conductivity.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Conductance difference inside the nanopore. (a) shows experimental
data points of ∆G and a linear regression curve. (b) is the dimensionless conduc-
tance ∆G/G and the inset shows that the translocation time stays almost constant
during the variation of the ion concentration. The dimensionless conductance does
not depend on the pore length and is thus a quantity that can be better compared

to the simulation results with an infinite long pore. Figures taken from [2].

Another reference is the atomistic simulation from Kesselheim et al. [4].
A snapshot of the simulated system is shown in figure 5.4. The all-atom
simulation used the SPC/E water model, the AMBER03 force field and
for electrostatics the SPME method [41–43]. The pore beads ensure that
neither water molecules nor ions can pass the wall. During the simulation
the ion density and velocity profiles were tracked and used for evaluation.
Kesselheim et al. [4] proved that the effect of the excluded volume does
not reduce the current in the pore, because the ion density in the pore is
enhanced by the DNA. Furthermore, the reduction is caused by a frictional
effect that decreases the mobility of the ions near the interfaces (see figure
5.5a). In figure 5.5b the current density is split into three parts, where
the part (−jF) is the result of the friction between the ions and the DNA.
Figure 5.6b shows the comparison with the experimental data and also
the different contributions to the conductivity. Some properties are not
directly measurable in experiments. For example the velocity profile inside
the pore while the DNA is translocating (see figure 5.6a). In simulations
such observables can easily be tracked.
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Figure 5.4: Sketch of the atomistic system. On the left, the full system as used
in experiments is shown. On the right, only a small component from the middle of

the pore is simulated. Figure from [4].
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Figure 5.5: Plots of the results from the atomistic DNA in an infinite pore
simulation from [4]. (a) shows the ion mobility over the radial position in the pore
for different salt concentrations. The mobilities are normalized to the observed bulk
mobility. At the interfaces to the DNA and the wall, the mobility is significantly
reduced due to a frictional effect. (b) shows the current densities versus the radial
distance. The current is split into three parts: jD is expected for a constant mobility
distribution, jW is the advective current that takes the water flow into account,

and jF is the current suppressed by the interface friction.
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Figure 5.6: Plots of the results from [4]. (a) shows the velocity profiles for
the different ion species and the water. The dashed curves are calculations of an
electrokinetic model. (b) shows the current modulation contributions of the different
currents as shown in figure 5.5b and a comparison of the all-atom simulation data
with the experimental results from [2]. The dashed and solid curves are fits to

guide the eye.
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5.2.2 CG simulation

A cylinder with periodic boundary conditions in the direction along the
cylinder and a fixed dsDNA strand with the corresponding length of the
cylinder is set up for the simulations. Additionally, the system contains ions
and is immersed in the Lattice-Boltzmann fluid. The applied electric field Ez
causes the ion’s movement. The simulation setup is depicted in figure 5.7.

Ez

periodic
boundaries

fixed
DNA

Figure 5.7: The setup consists of a cylinder, a fixed DNA in the center of the
cylinder and ions. The simulation box is periodic in the longitudinal direction of
the cylinder. The DNA and the ions are coupled to a Lattice-Boltzmann fluid

(LBF). A field of strength Ez is applied to the cylinder in z direction.

The observables are the LBF velocity (see figure 5.9c), the counterion and
coion density (see figure 5.8) and the counterion and coion flux (see figure
5.9). The matrix-like profiles are converted into radial dependent quantities.
This is possible because all obtained profiles are radial symmetric. Every
bin of the profiles is at a certain distance from the center of the cylinder or
the center of the profile. Bins with approximately the same distance from
the center are averaged. A detailed description of how the radial profiles are
calculated is found in the appendix B.
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Figure 5.8: Density profiles that are measured during the simulation of Model
1 for a salt concentration of I = 0.3M. The profiles are averaged over the length
of the pore and the elapsed time. (a) shows the density of the counterions that
is located very close to the DNA. The large amount of ions enter the major and
minor groves of the DNA, while another large amount is located near the backbone
of the DNA. (b) is the density of the coions that is homogeneously distributed

between the DNA and the wall of the cylinder.
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Figure 5.9: Flux density (v · %) profiles of the ions and the velocity density profile
of the LBF of Model 1 for a salt concentration of 0.3M. (a) shows the counterion
flux density. The largest contribution to the current is located near the DNA . In
(b) the flux density of the coions is displayed that is as expected in the opposite

direction than the counterion flux.
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This simulation has the goal of reproducing the experimental and atomistic
simulation data. On the one hand, the hydrodynamic interactions with the
DNA has to be tuned to mach the velocity profiles of the atomistic simulation.
On the other hand, an additional friction has to be introduced to act between
the DNA and the ions. To start the tuning, the DNA, as described in section
4, is used to provide the first results of the model. In figure 5.10, the velocity
profile of the different components is shown.
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Figure 5.10: Velocity profiles of Model 1 for an ion concentration of I = 0.3M.
The blue left pointing triangles show the counterion velocity of the all-atom
simulation (AA K+), the green right pointing triangles are the coion velocities of
the all-atom simulation (AA Cl−), the small red circles show the velocity profile of
water that was obtained by the atomistic simulation (AA H2O), the cyan circles
depict the counterion velocity of the CG simulation (CtI), the magenta downwards
pointing triangles are the coion velocity of the CG simulation (CoI) and the yellow
upwards pointing triangles marking the velocity profile of the LBF. All velocities
are normalized in an arbitrary way for a better comparison of the all-atom and the

CG simulations. The atomistic data is taken from [4].
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The fluid velocity of the CG simulation is significantly larger than the water
velocity profile of the atomistic simulation. Especially the velocity of the LBF
for small distances r is non-zero. This means that the LBF is flowing inside
the doublehelix of Model 1. The ion velocities are also influenced by this fact
and lead to a discontinuity in the counterion velocity (at about r = 5Å) and
a improper coion velocity. Since the hydrodynamic radius of the beads of
the CG DNA model does not cover the whole inside of the doublehelix, an
additional mechanism is needed to suppress the fluid flow inside the DNA.

Figure 5.11: VMD picture of Model 1 with additional friction coupling beads.
The backbone beads are yellow, the base pair beads are blue, the COM beads are
red and the frictional coupling beads for the additional hydrodynamic interaction
are pink. The size of the beads is given in an arbitrary size that corresponds to

the LB grid size.

A similar simulation was performed by Kesselheim et al. [38], but the
hydrodynamic boundaries were not a direct result of the CG DNA beads,
but were rather an additional cylindrical hydrodynamic boundary around
the DNA. This boundary is unable to move, and thus can not be used for
freely moving DNA simulations, as for example the free flow electrophoresis.
By adding additional particles to the DNA with fixed bond distances, the
hydrodynamic interactions of the DNA with the fluid can more easily be
tuned. The beads do not interact with anything else, except the fluid through
the particle frictional coupling as presented in section 3.5.1. These frictional
coupling beads mimic a cylindrical LBF boundary around the DNA, but does
not require the CG DNA model to be fixed in position. The by adding the
frictional coupling beads to the CG DNA model it is further called “Model 2”
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5.2 Infinite pore

to distinguish this modified model from Model 1. Figure 5.11 shows a VMD
snapshot of Model 2.
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Figure 5.12: Plot of the velocity profiles for Model 2. The LBF velocity is
significantly lower for small radii and the coion velocity shows a decrease. Therefore,
the contribution of the frictional coupling beads improves the results of the CG
simulation. The plotted data uses the same colors and symbols as explained in

figure 5.10.

By rerunning the simulation with Model 2, the obtained velocity profiles
show that the LBF flow inside the double helix is suppressed (see figure 5.12).
Also the maxima of the LBF and the AA H2O are now at the same distance
r, but the LBF velocity is still too large. In addition, the difference of the
coions (CoI) velocity and its atomistic counterpart is smaller for Model 2.
However, the kink in the counterion (CtI) velocity is not vanishing. This
means that the counterion mobility is too large near the DNA according to
the atomistic data, but this is also expected because there is no additional
friction between the ions and the DNA.
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The lack of friction especially stands out in the conduction of the system,
where the relative conductance modulation is plotted in figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: The relative conductance modulation ∆G/G is plotted versus the
salt concentration. The blue circles are the CG simulation data obtained by Model
2, the green upwards pointing triangles are the experimental results from Smeets
et al. [2] and the red left pointing triangles are the atomistic data from Kesselheim
et al. [4]. A crossover of the simulation’s data (Model 2) is not visible in this range

of salt concentration.

The current I results from a surface integration over the current density [44]

I =

∫
A

j(r) dA . (5.4)

Because of a constant voltage U during the experiment and a constant
electric field in the simulation, the relative conductance modulation equals
the relative current modulation G = I/U , where I is the current and U
the voltage between the electrodes. The modulation is calculated from the
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currents with IwDNA and without Iw/oDNA DNA inside the pore

∆G

G
=
IwDNA − Iw/oDNA

Iw/oDNA
. (5.5)

Kesselheim et al. [4] showed that the mobility of the ions is reduced at the
interfaces, which is in this case the DNA on the one side and the wall on
the other side. A proper coarse-grained approach will have to include an
additional friction term that has to be defined.

For this purpose, a frictional term is added that affects the movements of
the ions parallel or orthogonal to the DNA. The two parts of the frictional
force are defined as

F o
ij =

−ζ
(

1− rij
rc

)2
(r̂ij · vij) r̂ij rij ≤ rc

0 rij > rc
(5.6a)

F p
ij =

−ζ
(

1− rij
rc

)2
(I − r̂ij × r̂ij) · vij rij ≤ rc

0 rij > rc
. (5.6b)

Here ζ is the friction parameter, rc is the cutoff radius, rij is the vector
from particle i to particle j, r̂ij is the unified distance vector and I is the
identity tensor (1, 1, 1)D in 3D. This friction depends on the distance between
the beads and the relative velocities of the particles. Figure 5.14 shows the
frictional force as a function of the distance.
The additional friction is applied to Model 2 and is further referenced as

“Model 3”. This approach will influence the conductance and ion velocity
significantly, but needs a careful tuning for the friction coefficient ζ and
the cutoff radius rc. Unfortunately the choice of the two parameters is not
unique, there are different combinations, that reproduce the experimental
and atomistic data set. An example of the effect of the two parameters is
plotted in figure 5.15. On the one hand, by increasing the friction coefficient
the particle force can get very high. Such large forces can only be handled
by a reduction of the time step. On the other hand, the variation of the
cutoff radius reduces the speed of the simulation for large values, because the
number of affected particles increases. The best choice is thus a compromise.
The friction should not be too large to require a smaller time step, and the
cutoff should be as small as possible to optimize the simulation’s speed.
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Figure 5.14: Plot of the frictional force of equations 5.6a and 5.6b versus the
radial distance. In contrast to a LLJ or WCA potential, the frictional term decays

much slower.

A drawback of this method for adding friction to the system between the
DNA the an ions is that the effective (interaction) radius of the DNA is larger
than assumed by the WCA potential as discussed in section 4.2.2, which is
also visible in figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.15: Relative conductance modulation plot of Model 3 for two different
parameter sweeps. (a) shows the results for various ζ at a fixed cutoff radius
rc = 17Å. (b) shows the results for various rc at constant friction ζ = 20. The

atomistic data are from Kesselheim et al. [4].
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The final choice of parameters is ζ = 30 and rc = 16Å that is shown in
figure 5.16. This ensures an agreement with the experimental and atomistic
data for the conductance modulation ∆G/G also verifies importance of the
friction coefficient.
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Figure 5.16: Plot of ∆G/G over the ion concentration I. The data of Model 3
shows the same trend and crossover at ca. 0.3M as the atomistic and the experi-
mental data. The plot of Model 2 shows that the friction coefficient significantly

shifts ∆G/G.

Moreover, as shown in figure 5.17 the kink in the counterion velocity profile
also vanishes, and thus the velocity profiles of the fluid is matching the
atomistic data in the relative values. However, the friction also shifts the
velocity rise to larger distances r that due to the change of the effective
interaction radius of the DNA.
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5.2 Infinite pore

An exact matching of ∆G/G and the velocity profiles of Model 3 would, if
possible, require a more advanced tuning that calibrates the friction coupling
beads (i. e. number and positions) and the DNA-ion friction coefficient at
the same time. However the matching is sufficient for simulations with a
flexible CG DNA.

A possible improvement is a recalibration of Model 2. Shifting the friction
coupling beads to larger radii may reduces the amount of DNA-ion friction
that has to be added in Model 3. This could lead to a better overlap of the
velocity profiles.
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Figure 5.17: Velocity profile of Model 3 that includes a friction coefficient between
DNA and ions. The symbols and colors are the same as for figure 5.10 and 5.12.
With Model 3, the profiles are almost matching, but the friction shifts the CG

velocity profiles to larger radii r.
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5.3 Persistence length

5.3.1 Experimental data

A very recent reference for persistence length measurements of dsDNA is the
work of Brunet et al. [5]. They performed so-called high-throughput tethered
particle motion (HT-TPM) experiments that fixes the DNA on one end to a
glass plane and on the other end to a particle with size of Rp = 150 nm (see
figure 5.18).

x

y

z

R||

Rp

Figure 5.18: Scheme of a setup of a HT-TPM experiment. The DNA (red) is
fixed on the plane and to the particle with radius Rp.

The projection of the particle to the plain is measured as a vector R||.
The end-to-end distance of the DNA (see section 2.1.1) for this setup is
approximated and assumes an independent movement of the DNA extremity
and the tethered particle. This neglects the effect of the glass substrate,
but that effect only contributes for long and flexible chains. DNA with
1201 bp and 2060 bp is only a few persistence lengths long and qualified as
semi-flexible. The approximation yields to an end-to-end mean-square of〈

R2
e

〉
=

3

2

〈
R2
||
〉
−
〈
R2

p

〉
. (5.7)

By simply using the WLC model, the persistence length is calculated using
equation (2.11). The experiments were also performed for two different
chain lengths 1201 bp and 2060 bp, but the values for the persistence length
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confirm the independence of the persistence length to the contour length
L. The evaluated persistence lengths are shown in figure 5.19. In this
data the persistence length for small salt concentrations is about 56 nm and
shrinks with higher concentrations. In comparison to the other data sets
the persistence length of Brunet et al. is in the mid range of the persistence
length measured by various groups (see figure 5.19) and the data is the
closest to the commonly referred 48 nm. The measurements were performed
using a phosphate buffer that is not contributing to the ionic strength in the
solution. Additionally, the work of Brunet et al. studies different scaling laws
for the persistence length of polyelectrolytes. Those theories are for example
the Odijk, Skolnick and Fixman (OSF) approach that assumes a scaling of
lOSF
p ∝ I−1, or a mean-field approach that scales with lMF

p ∝ I0...1.

Figure 5.19: Plot of the measured persistence length versus the inverse ion
concentration. The different data sets are from the following references: full red
circle [5] for 2060 bp, open red circles [5] 1201 bp, open violet square [45], open
blue diamond [46], open green triangle [47], open orange triangle [48], full orange
square [49], full violet diamond [50], full green star [51], full cyan triangle [52], and

full blue triangle [53]. Picture adapted from [5].

However, as discussed in [54], such laws do not embrace the complexity of
the problem especially for larger salt concentrations. Therefore, in this work
only experimental data is taken for the tuning of the persistence length.
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5.3.2 Simulation

To obtain the persistence length of the CG DNA model, the DNA and ions are
put into a cubic simulation box with periodic boundaries. In addition, there
is no external field applied that makes the usage of an explicit fluid model
unnecessarily expensive. For this purpose, the fluid is modeled implicitly
via a Langevin thermostat (see section 3.5). For the evaluation of the
persistence length, all bond vectors between the base pair beads are stored
at each time step. By using equation (2.10) the angle correlation should
decay exponentially with exp(−L/lp). A linear fit to ln(〈cos(θ)〉) yields the
persistence length. The angle correlation data of a simulation and the linear
fit are shown in figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.20: Analysis step of the persistence length evaluation for a fixed bond-
angle parameter Kbp

ba = 50 and N = 40bp. The slope of the linear fit leads to a
persistence length of lp = 178Å.

As mentioned in section 4.2.1, the harmonic angle potential between the
base pair beads affects the persistence length of the DNA model directly.
As a first attempt, this parameter Kbp

ba is swept to make an approach for the
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persistence length of around 48 nm at zero salt. This is done to estimate
the range of the bond angle parameter Kbp

ba . The length of the chain is also
varied to make sure that lp of the DNA model does not depend on the chain’s
length. Additionally, there are no ions in the system and no electrostatics to
increase the simulation’s speed.
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Figure 5.21: Plot of the persistence length lp versus the bond-angle parameter of
equation (4.4a) for different spring constants of the harmonic angle potential Kbp

ba .
The linear fit results in lp = 3.38Kbp

ba + 23.

A linear fit to the averaged persistence length of varying N gives a propor-
tionality between the parameter Kbp

ba and the persistence length lp (see figure
5.21). The system is simulated without electrostatic interactions, what mim-
ics a fully screened system. Those conditions match a hypothetically infinite
salt concentration. The persistence length at the highest salt concentration
is approximately 35 nm in the experiment. This corresponds to a bond angle
parameter Kbp

ba ≈ 100. However, the ion concentration dependent simulations
are performed at a finite concentration, that indicates a slightly larger bond
angle parameter. Therefore, the parameter is set to Kbp

ba = 110.
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In figure 5.22, the results of the ion concentration dependent simulation is
shown. For the further investigations of the persistence length a DNA strand
with N = 20bp is used. For a better comparison the experimental data of
Brunet et al. [5] are also shown in figure 5.22
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Figure 5.22: Plot of the persistence length versus the ion concentration. The
system with box length L = 400Å is referenced as (low I) and the smaller system
with a box length of L = 80Å is marked as (high I). In both systems the bond-angle

parameter is Kbp
ba = 110.

Since the simulations of the persistence length are performed in a fully periodic
box, the box length has to be adjusted to the simulated salt concentration.
The ratio of the coions and the counterions should be cCoI/cCtI ≈ 1. For
small systems and low salt concentrations this is not true, because the
number of counterions is at least 40 (to compensate the charge of the DNA,
N = 20 bp and 2e− per backbone bead). The number of additional included
ions should be one or two orders of magnitude larger than this minimum
to ensure a homogeneous ion density in the system. The box length of the
different systems used in figure 5.22 is adjusted to provide at least 1000
ions. On the other side, a system that is too large (number of ions > 104)
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will need a very large amount of computational effort, but provides only a
slight improvement of the accuracy. To reproduce the experimental data
two different systems are used: for low salt concentrations the box length is
Lbox = 400Å and for high ion concentrations the box length is Lbox = 80Å.
The persistence lengths obtained from these two systems are plotted in figure
5.22. The agreement between the experimental and the CG DNA model
persistence length is good. That is an important step for the tuning of the
model with regard to the dynamic behavior during a nanopore translocation
simulation.
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5.4 Mobility

5.4.1 Experimental data

Research on dsDNA mobility and other polyelectrolytes is rather scarce,
which is why this thesis focusses on results from Stellwagen et al. [6, 7]
and not on more recent measurements. In those experiments the DNA is
put into a glass capillary in the free solution (i. e. there is no gel or other
sieving matrix). A detector is placed at a certain distance d from the DNA
and measures the UV absorption (see figure 5.23). This experimental setup
is called capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE). When the DNA passes the
detector, there is a peak in the absorption spectrum.

DDNA capillary

d

U UV source

electrode

Figure 5.23: Schematic sketch of a CZE experiment. The UV light is absorbed
when the DNA passes the detector (D). The voltage U is applied to drive the

electrophoretic process.

The applied electric field and the traveled distance d in a measured time leads
with equation (2.34) to the mobility. Since this experiment is performed in a
glass capillary with surface charges, an electro-osmotic flow (EOF, see section
2.4.1) is induced inside the capillary. This flow is corrected in the experiment
by a simple subtraction of the EOF velocity from the DNA velocity

µDNA = µobs − µEOF . (5.8)

Here µDNA is the actual mobility of the DNA , µobs the observed mobility
and µEOF the mobility due to an electro-osmotic flow. Stellwagen et al. [6]
present two data sets that differ in the choice of the used buffer. The first
data set is measured with a TAE buffer (see figure 5.24a) and in the second
experiment a TBE buffer was used (see figure 5.24b). However, there is no
specification of the ionic strength of the buffers or the added salt.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.24: Results from the CZE experiments taken from Ref. [6]. Plotted is
the mobility of dsDNA versus the number of base pairs. The applied electric field
was 40 kV/m. (a) shows the measured mobility for the TAE buffer and (b) for the
TBE buffer. The ionic strength of the free solution is unfortunately not specified.

The solid and dashed lines are fits to guide the eye.
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Unfortunately, the experiments were performed on rather long dsDNA strands.
DNA strands of arbitrary length were not readily available 15 years ago.
Double stranded DNA with a length of 1 to 100 bp were produced by enzy-
matic cutting of longer dsDNA strands. However, this results in mixtures of
different lengths, which are not suitable for measuring the length dependence
of the mobility. The group of Hoagland [55] was performing experiments with
such mixtures and tried to determine the length of the DNA from the absorp-
tion signal at the detector. However, this attempt was unsuccessful [55]. In
addition, single stranded DNA (ssDNA) can be synthesized at a specific size
by polymerization methods. Hybridizing ssDNA to get equivalent dsDNA
does also not work, because the DNA strands are not always connecting at
the ends. The experiments of Stellwagen et al. [6] do not provide mobility
data for different ion concentration. However, Hoagland et al. performed
electrophoresis experiments on dsDNA for varying salt concentration, but
only in the free-draining limit [8]. The mobility clearly increases for lower
salt concentrations (see figure 5.25), because of a lower net retarding force
Fc and a lower friction with the ions.

Figure 5.25: Plot of the mobility versus the NaCl concentration. For the evaluation
of the experimental data, Hoagland et al. [8] also compared the data to theory.
However, a quantitative representation was not possible. Figure taken from [8].
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5.4.2 Simulation

In contrast to the capillary electrophoresis experiments, the electrophoresis
simulations in free solution are performed in a full periodic system. An
advantage of this is that the electro-osmotic flow in the system is negligible,
because of the missing charged walls. The applied electric field (simulated as
external force F = ±1), causes the charged particles to move. During this
process, the center of mass velocity of the DNA is tracked. All simulated
DNA strands are in the range of N = 1 . . . 150bp.
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Figure 5.26: The Muthukumar approach fitted to the mobility of the CG DNA
simulation data with a ion concentration of I = 0.001M. The mobility is normalized

by the mobility of a single base pair µ0.

An attempt is also made to compare the simulated mobility values with
theory. The approach of Mohanty et al. [24] and the approach of Muthukumar
[25] are representing the qualitatively same trend of the mobility. Since the
theory of Muthukumar is much more compact and more general than the
theory of Mohanty et al. (see section 2.4.2), the theory of Mohanty et al. is
not presented in this section.
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Muthukumar’s approach is applied to the mobility, to verify the scaling of the
results. The theory is fitted to the simulation data, using ξ, κ and ls as pa-
rameters. Figure 5.26 shows the result of the fit. The parameters obtained
from fitting are

ξ = 0.673 ls = 2.65Å κ−1 = 185.6Å .

By using the definition of ξ and κ, the actual values of the fitting parameters
can be calculated directly with the simulation parameters

ξ =
lb
b

=
7.15Å
1.6Å

≈ 4.47

κ−1 =

√
ε kB T

e2 Σi Z2
i ci
≈ 96.1Å

and ls is estimated as a monomer distance

ls ≈ 3.4Å .

Unfortunately, these estimates for the parameters of the Muthukumar ap-
proach [25] does not match the parameters that result from fitting.
Before the comparison with the experimental data from Stellwagen et

al. [6], the data sets from experiment and simulation need to be normalized.
For this, the free-draining mobility µFD of the data sets is estimated. The
free-draining mobility of the experimental data is estimated by an average
over the data points where the mobility is almost constant (see figure 5.24a
and 5.24b). Since the mobilities obtained by simulation are not reaching
this flat region, the Muthukumar approach is used to extrapolate the free-
draining mobility. Figure 5.27 shows the mobilities of the simulation and
the experiment normalized by the corresponding free-draining mobility. The
experimental data for small chain lengths is not matching the trend of the
simulation data. This is due to the unknown salt concentration of the
experimental data. Figure 5.28 is a plot of the experimental data and the
simulation data of higher ion concentration (I = 0.3M). The graph shows a
better agreement between the trends. However, the trend suggests that ion
concentration of the experimental data is a bit larger than I = 0.3M.
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Figure 5.27: Plot of the mobility µ/µFD versus the number of base pairs N . The
Muthukumar fit is used as a guide to the eye. The red and green triangles are
the experimental data from Stellwagen et al. [6]. The difference in the trends is

explained by a different salt concentration.

According to the experimental results of Hoagland et al. [8] the salt
concentration of the experiments of Stellwagen et al. [6] is 0.031M for the
TAE buffer and 0.0056M for the TBE buffer (see figure 5.25). However, the
experiments of Hoagland et al. [8] were performed in a NaCl solution without
any buffer. Because the behavior of the buffer is unknown a direct comparison
with the data from Stellwagen et al. [6] is not possible. In addition, Righetti
et al. [56] showed, that the measured mobility of DNA depends on the charge
and mass ratio of the added salt.
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Figure 5.28: Plot of the mobility µ/µFD versus the number of base pairs N for a
different ion concentration. The red and green triangles are the experimental data
from Stellwagen et al. [6]. The agreement between the trends from the experiment

and the simulation is better for a higher salt concentration.

Figure 5.29 shows the mobilities over the number of base pairs N for
different salt concentrations, and the free-draining limit that is assumed by
Muthukumar’s formula. The normalization of the free-draining mobilities for
different ion concentrations is rather difficult, because this time the value
of the free-draining mobility is important. In addition, the mobility of a
single base pair is not known under experimental conditions. Therefore,
this factor can not be used for normalization. The single base pair mobility
is different for each ion concentration. A normalization with the single
base pair mobilities does influence the trend of the data. The solution is
a constant normalization factor for the experimental and simulation data.
The experimental data is normalized by µHoagland0 = 1.0 · 104 cm2V−1s−1 and
the simulation data by an average mobility of the single base pair mobilities
µavg0 = 7.19 · 10−2. To verify the mobility scaling of the CG DNA model
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for different salt concentrations, the obtained data from simulations with
different ion concentrations is plotted with the experimental data of Hoagland
et al. [8] in figure 5.30. Unfortunately the scaling of the mobility over the
salt concentration of the DNA model does not match the experimental trend.
Only for salt concentrations around I = 0.05M the mobilities are matching.
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Figure 5.29: Plot of the mobility µ/µ0 versus the number of base pairs N . The
data sets correspond to different salt concentrations I. The free-draining limit is
strongly affected by the salt concentration. The solid lines are Muthukumar fits to

determine the free-draining limit.

This shows, that the dynamic behavior of the CG DNA model is not per-
fectly tuned and needs additional adjustments of the interaction parameters.
However, the agreement is good enough to take the next step towards serious
investigations of the translocation process with this CG DNA model. The
deviations stem from the hydrodynamic and frictional interactions of the
DNA model. In a pore system those interactions are adjusted properly (see
section 5.2), but in free solution the model appears to behave differently.
An explanation could be the static nature of the DNA in the pore system.
Recalibrating the hydrodynamic and frictional interactions with a mobile
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DNA strand could lead to the experimental verified trend of the mobility.
An other approach is, that there are still missing interactions of the model
which are important for the dynamic behavior of the DNA model. This
shows the complexity of creating suitable CG models. A realization of the
here presented simulations to obtain the persistence length or the mobility of
DNA with models of higher accuracy (e. g. quantum mechanic and atomistic
models), are difficult because of the large required length and time scales.
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Figure 5.30: Plot of the mobility versus the salt concentration. The red triangles
are the free-draining mobilities as obtained in figure 5.29. Every data point is
normalized by its single base pair mobility µ0 that is plotted as green triangles.
Additionally, µ0 is scaled by a factor of 10 for a better visibility. The blue circles
are the experimental data from Hoagland et al. [8], normalized by µHoagland0 =
1.0 · 104 cm2V−1s−1. The black triangles are the free-draining mobilities with a
constant normalization µavg0 = 7.19 · 10−2 for each data point. The dashed black

line identifies the trend of the black triangles.
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6 Conclusion and outlook

The sequencing of DNA via nanopore translocation is a promising new
approach. Computer simulations are a powerful tool to investigate the
details of this process, and thus obtain a better understanding of the specific
interactions. On coarse-grained length and time scales, it is possible to
simulate the whole nanopore translocation process while more detailed models
such as quantum-mechanic and atomistic simulations still require too much
computational effort.
In this work, a coarse-grained model of double stranded DNA has been

developed. The model is adjusted to mimic the behavior of a real DNA
strand in a few tuning steps. Firstly the beads of the model are arranged and
the bonded and short-range interactions potentials are applied to copy the
geometric structure of real DNA. In the bonded interaction potentials, there
are a few parameters whose values are a priori unknown. Those parameters
are chosen to maintain the geometric structure of the DNA, but they are
not calibrated to experimental data or other sources. The non-bonded
interactions are also derived from the geometric structure of a DNA base
pair. Additionally, the bead arrangement and the non-bonded interactions
are adjusted in a way that the hydrodynamic interaction radius of a single
base pair also matches it’s geometric structure.

The first simulation focuses on the hydrodynamic interaction of the DNA
and the interaction between the DNA and the ions. The setup consists of
a periodic cylinder, a fixed DNA strand in the center of the cylinder and a
concentration dependent number of ions. By applying an electric field, this
setup simulates the translocation process of a DNA in an infinite long pore.
The current and the velocity profiles of the ions and the fluid are measured
and compared to the reference experimental data of Smeets et al. [2] and
to all-atom simulations of Kesselheim et al. [4]. Two features to improve
Model 1 are added during these simulations. The fluid has a non-negligible
value inside the DNA’s double helix. Therefore, additional frictional coupling
particles are added to Model 1 to suppress that fluid flow. However, atomistic
simulations revealed that the conductivity is influenced by a frictional term
at the interface between the ions and the DNA. This friction is added to
Model 2 and the two parameters of that frictional interaction are adjusted
to match the conductivity that is measured in the references [2, 4] and also
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6 Conclusion and outlook

to optimize the simulation’s stability and efficiency of Model 3.
The second simulation is of dynamic nature and calibrates the persistence

length of the DNA via the bond-angle parameterKbp
ba acting on the connecting

angle between three base pair beads. First, the bond-angle parameter needs
an initial value before going into a more detailed tuning. This is done via a
simplified simulation of the DNA in an implicit fluid without electrostatics.
The length independence of the persistence length is also confirmed. In
addition, the persistence length of DNA depends on the salt concentration
of the system. By further calibration of the bond-angle parameter the
reference data of [5] is reproduced by the CG DNA model. The final value
for bond-angle parameter is Kbp

ba = 110.
Lastly, the electrophoretic mobility of the DNA model, that is driven by

an electric field, is obtained. This is done by measuring the center of mass
velocity of the DNA for a varying number of base pairs. As a first approach
the theory of Muthukumar [8,25] is fitted to the simulation results. However,
the fitted parameter are not in agreement with a physical representation of
the model. A comparison of the simulation results to the experimental data of
Stellwagen et al. [6] is done for two simulations of different ion concentration.
All data is normalized by the free-draining mobility. For a small number
of base pairs the experimental data showing derivations from the mobilities
simulated with I = 0.001M . At higher ion concentrations the derivations
get smaller and the experimental data is continuing the mobility trend from
the simulation as predicted by the Muthukumar approach. The free-draining
mobility is compared to the experimental data of Hoagland et al. [8]. The
trend for varying concentration is steeper for the CG DNA model, but for
ionic strengths of around I = 0.05M the mobility of the CG DNA reproduces
the experimental data. A reason why there are some derivations from the
experimental data to the simulation data could be the way the hydrodynamic
and frictional interactions of the DNA were tuned. The DNA is fixed during
this process, while it is free to move during the experiment. A recalibration
of those interactions for a moving DNA could lead to a correct trend in the
DNA’s mobility. Possible is also a lack of some other interactions that are
not identified yet.

This work presents a ready-to-use coarse-grained DNA model at least for
a specific salt concentration range. In fact, this model is already used for
investigations of nanopore translocation of DNA origami. Additionally, the
full process of nanopore translocation can now be simulated using this model,
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especially the behavior of the DNA while it is entering the pore. With a
deeper understanding of this process, one could manipulate the translocation
speed, that is a major issue in DNA sequencing experiments. In addition
some processes of biological systems are driven by DNA translocation. For
example, a translocation occurs during an infection by bacteriphages or
genetic transformation [57]. Such processes can be simulated with the coarse-
grained DNA model.
Further improvements of the DNA model, especially to speed up the

simulation, could also be one of the next steps in the developing of the model.
For example an electrokinetics model based on the research of Capuani et
al. [58] is currently being developed for implementation in the MD simulation
software ESPResSo. The electrokinetics model is a continuum description
of the electrostatic interactions. By using this continuum description ion
particles or beads are not necessary any more. This will speed up the
simulations significantly and would ease future calibrations and simulations
on and with the DNA model.
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A Particle setup in detail

The radial profile is calculated from the bin matrix that is produced during
the simulation.

import numpy as np

def radial_profile(data, center):
# get size dependent indices
y, x = np.indices((data.shape))
# calculated distance of each index
r = np.sqrt((x − center[0])∗∗2 + (y − center[1])
∗∗2)

# convert to integer
r = r.astype(int)
# weight the distances with the matrix values
# for radial profile distances are too much
weighted = np.bincount(r.ravel(), data.ravel())
# just combine the distances
plain = np.bincount(r.ravel())
# take distances out and get the profile
radialprofile = weighted / plain
return radialprofile

B Radial distribution calculation

Below is the creation algorithm for the DNA in the simulation box with all
geometric details.
set Rb 1.8529411764705883; #7.875ang
set Zb 0.8; #3.4ang
set COMb 0.089818; #2/3*sin(18deg)*Rb
set theta [expr [PI]/2]
set phi01 0.0

for {set i $n_induced_particles} {$i < $n_induced_particles+$n_part} {incr i} {
##### position of base pair bead
set pos_x0 [expr $pos_x0]
set pos_y0 [expr $pos_y0]
set pos_z0 [expr $pos_z0+$Zb]
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B Radial distribution calculation

##### position of back bone beads
set phi01 [expr $phi01+[radians 34.3]]
set phi01 [expr $phi01]
set phi02 [expr $phi01+[radians 144.0]]

set pos_x01 [expr $pos_x0 + $Rb*sin($theta)*cos($phi01)]
set pos_y01 [expr $pos_y0 + $Rb*sin($theta)*sin($phi01)]
set pos_z01 [expr $pos_z0 + $Rb*cos($theta)]

set pos_x02 [expr $pos_x0 + $Rb*sin($theta)*cos($phi02)]
set pos_y02 [expr $pos_y0 + $Rb*sin($theta)*sin($phi02)]
set pos_z02 [expr $pos_z0 + $Rb*cos($theta)]

##### position of center of mass bead
set phi03 [expr $phi01+[radians 72.0]]

set pos_x03 [expr $pos_x0 + $COMb*sin($theta)*cos($phi03)]
set pos_y03 [expr $pos_y0 + $COMb*sin($theta)*sin($phi03)]
set pos_z03 [expr $pos_z0 + $COMb*cos($theta)]

##### create com bead
part $i pos $pos_x03 $pos_y03 $pos_z03 q 0.0 type 0 mass $m_dna rinertia

$xx_inertia $yy_inertia $zz_inertia quat [expr cos($phi01/2)] 0 0 [expr
sin($phi01/2)]

##### create base pair
part [expr $i+$n_part] pos $pos_x0 $pos_y0 $pos_z0 q 0.0 type 1 virtual 1

vs_auto_relate $i

##### create backbone
part [expr $i+2*$n_part] pos $pos_x01 $pos_y01 $pos_z01 q [expr -1.0]

virtual 1 vs_auto_relate $i type 2
part [expr $i+3*$n_part] pos $pos_x02 $pos_y02 $pos_z02 q [expr -1.0]

virtual 1 vs_auto_relate $i type 2

if {$fill_dna > 0} {
set R_inner [expr 3.9275/$lu]
#Filling between backbone beads
part [expr $i+4*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0+ $Rb*sin($theta)*cos($phi01

+[radians 28.91])] [expr $pos_y0 + $Rb*sin($theta)*sin($phi01+[
radians 28.91])] [expr $pos_z0 + $Rb*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

part [expr $i+5*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0+ $Rb*sin($theta)*cos($phi01
+2*[radians 28.91])] [expr $pos_y0 + $Rb*sin($theta)*sin($phi01+2*[
radians 28.91])] [expr $pos_z0 + $Rb*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

part [expr $i+6*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0+ $Rb*sin($theta)*cos($phi01
+3*[radians 28.91])] [expr $pos_y0 + $Rb*sin($theta)*sin($phi01+3*[
radians 28.91])] [expr $pos_z0 + $Rb*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

part [expr $i+7*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0+ $Rb*sin($theta)*cos($phi01
+4*[radians 28.91])] [expr $pos_y0 + $Rb*sin($theta)*sin($phi01+4*[
radians 28.91])] [expr $pos_z0 + $Rb*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

#Filling outer circle
part [expr $i+8*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0+ $Rb*sin($theta)*cos($phi02

+[radians 31.27])] [expr $pos_y0 + $Rb*sin($theta)*sin($phi02+[
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radians 31.27])] [expr $pos_z0 + $Rb*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

part [expr $i+9*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0+ $Rb*sin($theta)*cos($phi02
+2*[radians 31.27])] [expr $pos_y0 + $Rb*sin($theta)*sin($phi02+2*[
radians 31.27])] [expr $pos_z0 + $Rb*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

part [expr $i+10*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0+ $Rb*sin($theta)*cos($phi02
+3*[radians 31.27])] [expr $pos_y0 + $Rb*sin($theta)*sin($phi02+3*[
radians 31.27])] [expr $pos_z0 + $Rb*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

part [expr $i+11*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0+ $Rb*sin($theta)*cos($phi02
+4*[radians 31.27])] [expr $pos_y0 + $Rb*sin($theta)*sin($phi02+4*[
radians 31.27])] [expr $pos_z0 + $Rb*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

part [expr $i+12*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0+ $Rb*sin($theta)*cos($phi02
+5*[radians 31.27])] [expr $pos_y0 + $Rb*sin($theta)*sin($phi02+5*[
radians 31.27])] [expr $pos_z0 + $Rb*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

part [expr $i+13*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0+ $Rb*sin($theta)*cos($phi02
+6*[radians 31.27])] [expr $pos_y0 + $Rb*sin($theta)*sin($phi02+6*[
radians 31.27])] [expr $pos_z0 + $Rb*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

#Filling inner circle
part [expr $i+14*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0 + $R_inner*sin($theta)*cos

([radians 60])] [expr $pos_y0 + $R_inner*sin($theta)*sin([radians
60])] [expr $pos_z0 + $R_inner*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

part [expr $i+15*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0 + $R_inner*sin($theta)*cos
(2*[radians 60])] [expr $pos_y0 + $R_inner*sin($theta)*sin(2*[
radians 60])] [expr $pos_z0 + $R_inner*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

part [expr $i+16*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0 + $R_inner*sin($theta)*cos
(3*[radians 60])] [expr $pos_y0 + $R_inner*sin($theta)*sin(3*[
radians 60])] [expr $pos_z0 + $R_inner*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

part [expr $i+17*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0 + $R_inner*sin($theta)*cos
(4*[radians 60])] [expr $pos_y0 + $R_inner*sin($theta)*sin(4*[
radians 60])] [expr $pos_z0 + $R_inner*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

part [expr $i+18*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0 + $R_inner*sin($theta)*cos
(5*[radians 60])] [expr $pos_y0 + $R_inner*sin($theta)*sin(5*[
radians 60])] [expr $pos_z0 + $R_inner*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

part [expr $i+19*$n_part] pos [expr $pos_x0 + $R_inner*sin($theta)*cos
(6*[radians 60])] [expr $pos_y0 + $R_inner*sin($theta)*sin(6*[
radians 60])] [expr $pos_z0 + $R_inner*cos($theta)] virtual 1
vs_auto_relate $i type 6

}
}
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C Zusammenfassung

C Zusammenfassung

Das Auslesen der DNA-Sequenz durch Nanoporen-translokations Experi-
mente ist eine vielversprechende, neue Technik dieses Problem anzugehen.
Durch Computersimulationen kann dieser Vorgang genauer studiert und
dadurch ein genaueres Verständnis über die auftretenden Mechanismen er-
langt werden. Durch das Experiment sind die erforderlichen Längen- und
Zeitskalen festgelegt und können nicht von quantenmechanischen oder atom-
istischen Simulationen bewältigt werden. Die Vergröberungsmethode bietet
jedoch die Möglichkeit den gesamten Translokationsprozess zu simulieren.

In dieser Arbeit wird ein vergröbertes zweistrangiges DNA Modell präsen-
tiert. Dieses Modell wird so erstellt, dass es bestimmte Eigenschaften von
realer DNA aufweist. Durch Vergröbern werden Polymere durch ein soge-
nanntes Kugel-Feder Modell repräsentiert. Daher werden im ersten Schritt
der Modellierung die Kugeln und die Bindungspotentiale an der realen Form
von DNA orientiert. Dadurch wird zum Beispiel die Doppelhelix von DNA
nachempfunden. Die Ausdehnung eines Basenpaares wird durch ein WCA
Potential sichergestellt. Außerdem ist das Modell so angepasst dass es den
hydrodynamischen Radius eines Basenpaares besitzt. Zur Kalibrierung der
internen Parameter und der Bindungsparametern werden zum Vergleich
experimentelle Daten herangezogen.

In der ersten Simulation werden die hydrodynamische Wechselwirkung und
die Wechselwirkung zwischen DNA und Ionen angepasst. Dabei wird das
ursprünglich entwichelte DNA Model 1 in der Mitte eines Zylinders fixiert.
Im Zylinder befinden sich zusätzlich Ionen und das Lattice-Boltzmann Fluid
(LBF). Durch anlegen eines elektrischen Feldes wird das Verhalten der Ionen
und der DNA während des Translokationsprozesses simuliert. Die Daten
dieser Simulationen werden mit den Experimenten von Smeets et al. [2] und
den atomistischen Simulationen von Kesselheim et al. [4] verglichen. In den
aufgenommenen Geschwindikeitsprofilen ist ein deutlicher Fluidfluss durch
die DNA hindurch sichtbar. Daher wurde das Modell mit zusätzlichen Kugeln,
die einen Reibungskoeffizienten mit dem LBF besitzen, gefüllt, welche das
Model 2 ausmachen. Die Leitfähigkeit wurde durch eine zusätzliche Reibung
zwischen DNA und Ionen den Referenzdaten angepasst, der wiederum eine
Verbesserung darstellt und Model 3 genannt wird.

Die zweite Simulation ist zur Kalibrierung des Bindungsparameters Kbp
ba ,
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der die Persistenzlänge der DNA direkt beeinflusst. Um eine erste Ab-
schätzung des Parameters zu erhalten wird eine das DNA Modell nur in
der Anwesenheit eines impliziten Fluid Modells simuliert. Zudem kann in
diesem System die Unabhängigkeit der Persistenzlänge von der Anzahl der
Basenpaare, durch Verändern dieser Anzahl, gezeigt werden. Anschließend
wird der Parameter an die experimentellen Ergebnisse von Brunet et al. [5]
angepasst, welche die Persistenzlänge für verschiedene Salzkonzentrationen
gemessen haben.
Das letzte System gibt Aufschluss auf die elektrophoretische Mobilität

des DNA Modells. Hierzu wird ein elektrisches Feld an ein voll periodisches
System mit DNA, Ionen und LBF angelegt und die Bewegung des Schwer-
punktes der DNA für verschiedene Kettenlängen und Salzkonzentrationen
aufgezeichnet. Obwohl die experimentellen Daten von Stellwagen et al. [6]
sich nicht im selben Bereich wie die Daten der Simulation befinden, ist die Ab-
hängigkeit der Mobilität von der Kettenlänge realistisch da es sich zudem um
unterschiedliche Salzkonzentrationen handelt. Dies zeigt eine Normalisierung
der Daten mit dem free-draining Limit. Die Mobilität in Abhängigkeit von
der Salzkonzentration ist im Vergleich mit den experimentellen Daten von
Hoagland et al. [8] nicht identisch. Allerdings stimmt die simulierte Mobil-
ität mit der experimentellen Mobilität für Salzkonzentrationen um 0.05M
überein.

Diese Arbeit stellt ein vergröbertes DNA Modell zur Verfügung, das ab so-
fort für Simulationen von Nanoporentranslokationen verwendet werden kann.
Zur Zeit wird das Modell sogar schon für Simulationen von DNA-Origami in
einer Nanopore verwendet. Außerdem kann nun der gesamte Prozess einer
DNA Translokation simuliert werden. Dabei können die Eigenschaften der
DNA beim Eintreten in die Pore genauer studiert werden. Zudem ist die
Entwicklung dieses Modells ein entscheidender Schritt zur Simulation von
sehr langen DNA Strängen, die durch Translokationssimulationen genauer
untersucht werden können. Ein genaueres Verständnis vom Eintrittsprozess
kann dazu beitragen die Sequenzierung von doppelstrangiger DNA mit Hilfe
von Festkörperporen zu realisieren. Eines der hauptsächlichen Probleme der
Sequenzierung ist die hohe Tanslokationsgeschwindigkeit.
Das Modell zudem weiter verbessert werden um die Simulationszeiten zu

reduzieren. Momentan wird an einer Implementierung eines elektrokinetis-
chen Modells in die Simulationssoftware ESPResSo gearbeitet. Dieses Modell
basiert auf der Arbeit von Capuani et al. [58] und beschreibt elektrostatische
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C Zusammenfassung

Wechselwirkung als Kontinuum, wodurch explizite Ionen überflüssig werden.
Dies würde die Simulationen signifikant beschleunigen und dabei Kalibrierung
und Durchführung von Translokationssimulationen erheblich erleichtern.
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